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BRIEFLY
Inside
New addition:

The Canadian Studies
program appointed Mark
Kasof f professor of economics and Canadian Studies.
Kasof f comes to the University from the State University of New York at Potsdam, where he was chairperson of the economics department.
His role is to help develop
a Center for Canadian Studies, which is designed to
make Bowling Green a resource center for American
and Canadian businesses.
►See page 5.
Falcons chill Penguins:

The men's basketball
team defeated Youngstown
State 79-64 Wednesday night
at Anderson Arena, in a nonconference contest. The
Falcons return to MAC action Saturday afternoon
against Eastern Michigan.
► See page 9.

Campus

Allied attack on Condom support sought
military complex USG proposes prophylactic dispensers on campus
kills 500 civilians
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Rescuers and weeping families dug
charred, mutilated bodies from a bomb shelter blasted by allied warE lanes Wednesday in a pre-dawn strike. Authorities said the attack
illed at least 500 civilians.
If casualty figures from civil defense officials were accurate, it
would be by far the highest civilian toll yet reported from any single
attack since the Persian Gulf War began four weeks ago.
The United States said the targeted facility was a military bunker
used as a command and control facility. In Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,
Marine Brig. Gen. Richard Neal described it a "legitimate military
target" and said he could not explain why civilians might have been
inside.
No evidence of any military presence could be seen inside the
wreckage, and Iraqi authorities denied any military personnel had
been using the facility.
Foreign journalists, including two reporters from The Associated
Press, were allowed to inspect the site and were told, for the first time
during the war. that they could file their reports without censorship.
Abdul Razak Hassan al-Janaby, a supervisor of the facility, said 235
bodies had been recovered and at least 300 more were believed to be
trapped in the wreckage. Most of the recovered bodies were charred
and mutilated beyond recognition. Some clearly were children.
Late Wednesday, Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz called on the United
Nations to condemn what he called a deliberate attack on civilians.
Aziz' report said 400 died in the shelter bombing, but it wasn't clear
when his letter was sent.
_ „.. . _ „
,
□ See Victims, page 3.

Fellowship offered:

The Frazier Reams Fellowship is being offered to
five University students.
The scholarships, $1,500
each, will be awarded to rising seniors who intend to
pursue careers in public affairs in the public sector.
Applicants must have a
3.2 grade point average,
submit three letters of recommendation, college transcripts and a 1,000 word essay on the long range public
affairs goals they are committed to and the means
they plan to employ in order
to achieve those goals.
Interested students
should contact the University Relations Office at
372-2708. Deadline for applications is March 1.

"Be adults for five minutes and
wake up," he said. "Kaplan supports us and condoms are here to
protect people. If this stops one

"I believe students would use
condoms if they were available 24
hours a day in vending machines
in residence halls."
--Josh Kaplan, director of Student
Health Services
pensersjand we already have the
backing of campus health advisers, she said. "We need the
support of Olscamp and the
Board of Trustees, though.
"As long as there are such
Keat problems with AIDS, we
ve Kaplan's approval and the
student support, we will keep
bringing the issue back up,'
Snedeker added.
A flustered Dave Gagner, USG
senator, agreed with Snedeker
and countered opposition by
several senators.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Retail sales fell 0.9 percent in January after an even worse December
performance, the government said Wednesday, in
a report analysts took as an ominous sign the
recession could be longer and deeper than expected.
„ ,
The Commerce Department said retail sales
totaled a seasonally adjusted $148.2 billion, down
from $149.5 billion in December when sales
dropped 1.5 percent — even worse than the 0.4 percent first reported last month.
It was the first back-to-back monthly decline in
seven months.
At the same time, January sales were down 1.4
percent from those of the same month of 1990, the
first year-over-year decline in 29'£ years.
Some economists had said the recession would
be short and mild, lasting just two quarters, but
many now are having misgivings.
They point to the 6.2 percent unemployment rate
in January that resulted in the loss of 232,000 jobs,
worse than the 150,000 loss the previous month.
William MacReynolds, forecasting director for
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, said the economy
was "tumbling faster as the year started than was
realized at the time.
"The sharp downward revision in December retail sales, along with the decline in January, show
that the consumer is not ready yet to lead the
economy out of recession," MacReynolds said.

Long live Nancy, but..

After a year of tears and
relentless rumors, Nancy
will live but Gary is dead.
In Tuesday night's much
anticipated "thirtysomething" television episode,
Nancy Weston finally won a
yearlong battle with
ovarian cancer.
Gary Shepherd, the shaggy-haired professor, died in
a chain-reaction traffic accident on his way to Nancy's
hospital bed.
Next week's episode deals
with the aftermath of Gary's death.

transfer of AIDS or another STD,
we have done something well."
Unsightliness of vending
machines and adequate availability were pointed to by a number
of senators fighting the bill.
"The addition of dispensers will
not make the campus more attractive or increase responsibility among students," senator David Darcy said.
Senator Kevin McCallum said
he was concerned about appearD See Condoms, page 6.

A recession usually is defined as two consecutive
drops in the gross national product — the nation's
total output of goods and services. The GNP
dropped 2.1 percent in the final quarter of 1990.
Retail sales are a major concern of economists
because they represent about half of overall consumer spending. Consumer spending, in turn, accounts for about two-thirds of the nation's economic activity.
Retail sales grew just 3.8 percent last year, the
lowest level since the last recession year of 1982,
when they grew 3 percent.
John Silvia, an economist with Kemper Financial Services in Chicago, said overall spending
remained weak because more than a million jobs
have been lost since last summer, "so income
growth is slowing."
Economist Gilbert Benz of the Swiss Bank Corp.
in New York said while there also is some concern
over the Persian Gulf War, "what does affect
spending [most) is fewer people out there making
money.'
Many analysts believe a lengthy war would further fade consumer confidence and curtail spending even more.
If you get beyond three months, you begin to
risk consumer confidence erosion and that would
abort any meaningful recovery," Fed Chairman
Alan Greenspan said in a recent interview with
The New York Times.

Children fearful of
Gulf War outcome

Sports
Sabon says, so long:

by Jackie Rosepal
writer

Nick Saban announced
Wednesday he would become defensive coordinator
of the Cleveland Browns
and leave the University of
Toledo, where he had been
head football coach for one
season.
Saban, surrounded by
Toledo football players,
fought back tears at a news
conference where he said he
had accepted the offer from
longtime friend Bill Belichik, who last week was appointed the Browns' head
coach.
Saban, 39, guided the
Rockets to a 5-2 record and
a Mid-American Conference
co-championship in 1990, his
first year as head coach.

Weather
Windy and cold:

Compiled from local and
wire reports

Condoms will be made available to students in residence hall
restrooms and other accessible
places, such as Union restrooms,
if USG can sway University administrators to believe increased
access to prophylactics is needed.
After heated debate Monday
night, the Undergraduate Student
Government gave its support to a
bill calling for the installation of
condom dispensers in light of student concern about AIDS and
other sexually-transmitted
diseases.
While the assembly has gained
the support of Director of Student
Health Services Joshua Kaplan,
they are concerned opposition
voiced by University President
Paul Olscamp and other administrators in the past will resurface.
The sponsor of the bill, USG
Student Welfare Assistant Coordinator Lara Snedeker said she
thinks it is the responsibility of
USG to make condoms accessible
to students and the student body

will not rest until availability is
increased.
"This is the first time USG has
passed a bill [in support of dis-

Dropping consumer sales
point to longer recession

People

Today, snowy, windy and
much colder. Additional accumulations likely. Temperatures falling into the
teens by evening. Northwest
winds 20 to 30 mph and
gusty. The chance of snow is
100 percent. Tonight and
Friday, continued snow,
windy and cold. Additional
accumulations likely.

by Robert Davidson
staff writer

BUt IS It Alt?

S.N~./nm Norman

Forest Sabln. a 30-year veteran painter, paints the railing outside
of the renovated portion ot Overman Hall Wednesday afternoon.
Sabln, who works (or Fletcher Painting, Is part of the renovation
crew that has been working on Overman Hall tor about one
year.

people in the Army and National
Guard.

"The reason it [the war J is bad
Effects of the Gulf War have and scary is because friends
taken their toll psychologically on could be sent over," he said.
However, McLaughlin said he
the nation, especially on Amerithinks the troops are doing a good
can schoolchildren.
Kb and "the bombs are neat."
is concern about the war has
Sue CiBiasio, elementary
school teacher for Nazarene Mon- drawn him to watch the news
tessori School, 1291 Conneaut St., with his parents every morning.
Writing letters to soldiers also
said she has seen a lot of fear in
can create a greater understandher first- and second-graders.
ing of war for younger children,
"The children have had a hard according to Deborah LeGalley,
time understanding. They think principal for Bowling Green
Christian Academy, 1165 Haskins
we will be bombed, she said.
Chris Fauver, Bowling Green Road.
"Several of the classes have
school district psychologist, has
encouraged teachers to limit been writing letters to the solviewing of the news in the class- diers and throughout the hallways, bulletin boards display
rooms.
"Most of the news viewing is Desert Storm updates," LeGalley
for adults. Kids can't depict be- said.
tween what is real and what is
In addition, students pray daily
speculation," she said.
Children need assurance that for the soldiers — a concept
they are protected and need to which can help children grasp the
keep a daBy routine, Fauver ex- reality of the situation, according
plained. "It gives them a feeling to LeGalley.
"No matter how grim, God is in
of security,'' she said.
However, in order to assuage control," she said. "We are not
their fears, CiBiasio has shown trying to brush away the truth,
her students how far away the we just feel this is a good concept
United States and the Middle for the younger ones as well as
East are from each other on the the older."
Teachers often have questions
globe.
Some children also have a con- themselves which are difficult to
cern for a loved one or acquain- answer.
Mike Flowers, president of the
tance being sent to Saudi Arabia.
Tom McLaughlin, a third Toledo Chapter of the Vietnam
Srader at Kenwood Elementary, Veterans of America, said his
10 Kenwood St., said he knows
Q See Children, page 3.

?

Campus
employee
mourned
University plumber Gerald Womack died Tuesday
of a brain aneurysm at St.
Vincent Medical Center in
Toledo.
Womack, 36, lost consciousness while working
out at the Student Recreation Center Monday night
and was taken to Wood
County Hospital and then to
St. Vincent Medical Center,
University Public Relations
Director Cliff Boutelle said.
A University employee
since 1987, Womack was "a
top-notch employee," according to Physical Plant
assistant director Bob
Hayward.
Womack is survived by
wife, Janet and three children — daughters Kyle and
Catherine and son Lucas.
Visitation will be today
from 1-3 p.m. and 6-8 p.m. at
Dunn Funeral Home, 408 W.
Wooster St. The funeral will
be at 11 a.m. Friday at St.
Paul's Episcopal Church in
Maumee and burial will be
at Oak Grove Cemetary in
Bowling Green.
Boutelle said Womack
was a Pee Wee League
baseball coach and a board
member of the Bowling
Green Swim Club.
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Editorial
Prison drug abuse
increasing problem

Preliminary results indicate a 6.9 percent positive
rate statewide. Some officials say the final results
could be lower, but others believe the actual number of
prisoners on drugs is higher.
Whether they are or not, the present system has a lot
to be desired.

American Indian as
mascot condemned

Is it life in the big house or life in the crack house?
Recent drug testing of Ohio inmates has indicated an alarming presence of drug use in our prison
system. The investigation, which has cost $134,554 to
this point, has shown amphetamines, cocaine, marijuana and opiates are being used by Ohio inmates.
When one pictures a maximum-security prison, We took their land, we performed genocide upon
their people, we slaughtered the great buffalo
images of a confined Utopia do not spring up. Yet, how
can we expect these inmates to be rehabilitated and herds that they drew spiritual and temporal sustenready to re-enter society when they have such an ance from and we named our mascots after them.
What the United States did to the American Indian
easyaccess to drugs. And if prisoners can smuggle
cultures cannot be forgotten, but in order to heal our
drugs in, what else can they get?
The problems in prisons are many; more than can be guilt as a nation, we must respect that very culture.
And having named school mascots after various Inaddressed here. Clearly though, the drug war has had a
negative effect on the prisons and law enforcement in dian tribes is not a step in the right direction.
The current civil-rights brouna at Eastern Michigan
general. Police officers spend time hunting down substance abusers, the courts are clogged with drug trails University is a pointed example of this disrespect
toward American Indian culture. EMU, however, is
and the prisons are bursting with drug felons.
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Just a little something I wanted to
Student shares
get off my chest.
Dare,
senior
USG President's Chris
views on
Hatred provides
homosexuality
model of what
Editor The News:
Kevin Coughlin has got my not to become
vote, should he decide to run

—V

The modern ecclesiastic in BG
Tenets of modern education leave an intellectual bankruptcy
Spinning like black leathered the protests, all the politics and
bats, the punks came running all the money in the world isn't
from behind the row of bars on going to change these things.
Main Street. The sound of shatHuman nature flows from
tering bottles followed them, as
did a group of frat-boys.
A kid with dyed black hair was
trailing the punks. His bikerJacket did not rude his frailty. He
Eas surrounded in the parking lot
y the frat-boys. His punkbuddies hung on the edge of the
parking lot in a circle of fear.
by
A crew-cutted blond haired boy
started shoving the kid with black Chuck
dyed hair.
Travis
"I don't want to fight," cried
the kid with the dyed black hair
as he was shoved and pummeled columnist
by the crew-cutted kid and his
buddy. He broke from the circling
frat-boys and a suprising thing within. And in this time and socihappened.
ety, we have become less in touch
. A tall lanky black kid,[one of with the river of humanity that
the punks] dressed in leather and flows from the well-springs of our
Doc Martin boots, circled around inner-beings.
and kicked the kid with the dyed
College is a time to grow and
bair squarely in the ribs. The kid mature. But what is learned? Its
business schools teach principled
fell.
"Some friend," the Modern warfare in the marketplace. Its
Ecclesiastic thought. The squir- philosophy departments elevate
mish then scattered.
the intellectual at the cost of the
What the Modern Ecclesiastic emotional. Its psychology classwitnessed happens a lot in Bowi- rooms tear apart the soul and
ng Green. And all the religion, all psyche to analyze its pieces and

Word Up

then cannot re-integrate them.
To study English is to remove
experience to the artificial world
of words. Political science teaches the Machiavellian art of
manipulation. Journalism teaches now to look for the "speck of
dust in your brother's eye while
ignoring the boulder in your
own."
Arts teach what is beautiful and
more than often encourage narcissism and vanity.
Education teaches the propogation of ignorance.
So the Modern Ecclesiastical
writer sits with an empty bottle.
His hands tremble. His emptiness
was not quenched by the alcohol,
or the love of a girlfriend, or by
sex, religion or violence.
Rock'n'roll seemed to help, but it
too was an elusive companion.
His mind would spin like helicopter blades of obsession, bringing
him down past flashbacks of
memory.
He had felt joy. Except the joy
was felt such a long time ago, in a
time beyond words or innocence.
He was determined to fill himself again with that joy.
And like the empty bottle that
he held in his hands, his heart was
beating like a hollow, empty

not alone in naming its mascot after an Indian tribe
and should not be singled out as a scapegoat.
What should be examined is the relevance of a
school's1 mascot. A mascot signifies strength and courage. T* * is not to say the Huron tribe was lacking in
either, ■. 1 given the beauty and depth of their culture,
reducing the symbol of these people to something as
trivial as mascot encourages ignorance at the expense
of enlightenment.
If we borrow the name of a group who have been
trampled under the expansion of America it is to perpetuate the exploitation of those people.
The mascot issue might seem trivial, but it points to
a deeper problem. One that ignores the truths of the
past in order to secure a false sense of stability in the
present.
In order to fulfill the true creed of our nation, a true
revisionistic view of our past must take place.
Americans Indians are the "true people of this land.
Their cultures must be recognized and respected.
Reducing them to a symbol, which in our culture
links that symbol to a John Wayne-mentality of the Old
West, does more damage than good.
We should not allow American Indians to be desecrated in such a manner.

drum.
All the comforts of life were afforded to him, though not rich by
any measure; dollar bills always
filled his wallet and materially he
was not wanting.
The people he would attract
would be people filled with their
own secrets of twisted sorrow.
People who were good, but
nevertheless people who had been
damaged in the the springtimes
of their youth. People who acted
out hidden ballets of shame and
desperation.
Like ship beacons passing
through a tempest, he too, would
be attracted to these people. And
in a storm, a port of survival, no
matter how illusory, was his only
shelter.
But now the bottle has run dry,
the chambers of his soul have
been bared by the ebbing tide of
life's mystery road, and he knows
that the less trodden path needs
to be taken.
And for the Modern Ecclesiastic, his time in Bowling Green
has made that path pretty easy to
find.
Chuck Travis is Editorial Contributor and a columnist /b/The
News.

again. I would be ashamed to attend a university in which a homosexual was appointed to fill a
seat in student government.
Contrary to Tuesday's headline, being homophobic is not
"discrimination." If a job applicant is turned down for being an
admitted member of the Nazi
party and a Satanist, is that discrimination? It's the same thing.
I am appalled when gay rights
activists compare resentment of
gays to racial discrimination. Being gay is not like being black or
hispanic. It's a lifestyle and a
preference, an indication that a
person's mind does not operate
along the same channels as normal member of our society.
The argument that a person's
sexual preference is nobody else's business is garbage. I don't
think there is any doubt AIDs
epidemic would not be so widespread were it not for homosexuality. How many innocent people,
hemophiliacs and heterosexuals
infected with AIDS have the
nerve to demand that my tax
money be used to find them a
cure. I hope there is a cure, becasue I feel sorry for the innocent
victims of AIDS. The homosexuals, the ones who spread the
disease in the first place, are the
perpetrators and those people are
their victims. By giving publicity
to a disgusting organization such
as Lesbian and Gay Alliance and
its condemnation of a war effort
most of us support, it is clear that
The News does not share the opinions of the majority of the students. Maybe it's because we're
all stupid and you know better.

Editor, The News:
To my ambivalent dismay, my
hero, Kevin Coughlin, has finally
blazed a trail for insightful folks
like me, setting the precedent
that would not only allow me to
overcome a previous apprehension, but also encourage me to
run for Undergraduate Student
Government president.
I am the first to admit
that I hate Jews. I admit it. I have
a problem with them. I hate
blacks too, but I admit it. I do
have a problem with them. I also
hate Middle-Easterners, Asians,
Russians, fraternity men and sorority women — actually most
women in general — geeks,
muscleheads, hard science
majors, Democrats, Republicans
(whoops), tall people, loud peoEle, solemn people and, general', people who neither look nor
think like me.
I am truly thankful to Mr.
Coughlin and view him with the
utmost respect, now that he has
boldly come forth with this example of openness. We can now
look to him as a symbol of what
we all might one day become in
this beautiful age of discovery
and progress [Visions of David
Duke fill my dreams].
Mr. Coughlin should stand as a
symbol for all of us, encouraging
everyone to question exactly
what we are saying when we cast
a ballot, or, and perhaps more
importantly, when we say nothing and thereby accept the course
of events unfolding in front of us
without vision or concern for
where we are headed.
Chris Adams,
English
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Hoops raises awareness
Hypnosis aids Heart
Easy Street rallies to help hemophelia sufferers with health care costs
Ohio smokers
said.
Prizes include gift certificates, a blow-up
Miller basketball and beer mirrors, he said.
"This is for a good cause," Wheeler said.
"There will be a lot of surprises and a lot of
fun."
Wheeler said he hopes the event will educate people in Wood County about the
disease.

by Greg Watson
staff writer

by Thomas W. Kelsey
staff writer

Easy Street Cafe is sponsoring a "Hemophilia: Gift from the Heart Hoops Night"
this evening to raise money for area people
with the blood disease.
"There are really a lot of people in Wood
County affected [with hemophilia]" said
Matt Wheeler, bar manager at Easy Street
Cafe, 104 S. Main St. "It is so expensive [to
pay for] the medicine to control the
disease."
Wheeler said the bar will set up an electronic basketball game called "Hot Hoops,"
donated from Acme Beer in Findlay, and
have raffles throughout the evening.
The events start at 5 p.m. and last until 2
a.m.
Proceeds from the $1 entrance fee, basketball shoots and raffles will go to people in
Wood County who have hemophilia. Wheeler

With national trends toward the condemnation of smoking in
public and the media's focus on the harmful effects of cigarette
smoke, millions of Americans every year vow to kick the habit,
only to light up a few days later.
But for anyone with a strong will to quit cigarettes, the American Lung Association of Northwest Ohio is offering a new technique which employs the use of self-hypnosis as a possible
treatment for this addictive vice.
For $40, or the price of three cartons of cigarettes, smokers
can attend a one to two hour hypnotic session in which psychologist Don Mannarino will put nis audience in a deep hypnotic
state.
A licensed hypno-therapist and a graduate from the Gestalt
Institute, Mannarino's soothing voice allows for the smoker to
block out all external stimuli and focus on one specific task —
quitting smoking.
After the initial session, the patient will then take home a cassette tape of Mannarino's voice to reinforce the will power
needed to refrain from cigarettes.
According to Jacque Pratt, program director for the seminars, the initial results from the sessions are good, but constant
reinforcements at home are a must.
"Within the first six months, we have about 90 percent success
rate. But the following six months, the rate drops to 54 percent
and then to 35 percent after a year," she explained. "That's why
we allow anyone to come back for an additional seminar, free of
charge, for reinforcements."
Although she realizes the program will not work for everyone,
Pratt's confidence in the sessions has resulted from her own
successful relationship with the seminars.
"Before I began working with the Lung Association, I enrolled
in Don's program. I was a two pack a day smoker," she confessed. "At first my heart wasn't in it, but I returned for a follow-up
session. I haven't smoked in two years."
Of course the power of hypnosis does not work for everyone,
but Pratt said the sheer willingness of everyone in the audience
to kick the habit allows for the subjects to fall into a deep trance.
"Nobody has to worry about Don ordering them to flap their
0 See Smoking, page 4.

The greatest difficulty with the disease is
the inability of the blood to clot, he added.
Hemophiliacs lack the proteins needed for
clotting blood naturally so they need medicine to make up for this malfunctioning
body operation.
The medicine for clotting the blood can be
expensive, with annual bills being up to
$10,000 for normal cases and up to $100,000
for more serious cases.
Wheeler said Easy Street sponsors many
such fund-raisers and started this one when
a representative from the Toledo Human

Services contacted the cafe, saying an event
to raise money for hemophiliacs would be a
good idea, he said.
Hemophilia is a hereditary disease which
mostly affects males, with more serious
cases affecting females. Once a baby is born
with hemophilia, it will have the disease for
life.
There are more than 20,000 cases reported
in the United States and an estimated one
out of 4,000 males are born with the disease.
"Not many people know about hemophilia," Wheeler said. "They need a little help
from the people in Wood County."
Wheeler said Easy Street is able to afford
sponsoring such activities every month, adding the bar has previously raised money for
muscular dystrophy.
In March, Easy Street will be sponsoring a
"Bike for the Bay," in which an area biker
will go from Toledo to Put-in-Bay, Wheeler
said.

Children

Victims

U Continued from page 1.
"The Iraqi people hold all the parties involved in these crimes fully
responsible," Aziz said in a message addressed to U.N. SecretaryGeneral Javier Perez de Cuellar.
The attack occurred about 4 a.m. By nightfall, rescuers were still
working to remove huge chunks of concrete from the 40-foot-deep facility in the al-Amerieh district, a middle-class neighborhood.
Smoke still rose from the rubble and about 5,000 people were gathered nearby, many awaiting word about missing relatives.
At mid-morning, more than 40 charred bodies were laid out on the
ground at a time as dozens of ambulances shuttled back and forth to
morgues.
As reporters watched, the decapitated body of a woman was pulled
out and laid next to a small torso — apparently of a girl whose head
and limbs were blown off.
Containers of water could be seen in the rubble. Outside the bombed
facility was a sign, in English and Arabic, designating the place as a
bomb shelter and loudspeakers which appeared to be used to sound
alarms.
One teen-ager, Omar Adnan, said he was the only one in his family
to escape alive. He said his three younger sisters, mother and father
all died.

: Continued from page 1.
first goal is to "educate the edu- changes in behavior which may
cators" through a workshop de- be war-related.
"Megadoses of war can have a
signed for teachers.
negative effect on children," he
Through the workshop — which said.
is still in the planning stages —
More information about the
Flowers said he wants to help workshop can be obtained
teachers deal with student ques- through the Vietnam Veterans of
tions about the war and recognize America.
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Bowl 'N' Greenery
All you Can Eat

PHEASANT ROOM
VALENTINE'S DAY
SPECIAL
UfuU.

$9.95 per person
4:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Quantum 90 card, Cash, Charge Offer good 2-14-91 Only

WBGU

Application for
Hollis A. Moore Memorial
Scholarship
Deadline: Thursday, March 14, 1991
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Present the Valentine's Day dedication
slow jam on Thursday, February 14.
Phone in your dedications starting
Tuesday, Feb. 12 - Feb. 14 at 372-2826
during POWER 88, 8-11 p.m. or drop
your dedications off at 120 West Hall,
in the POWER 88 envelope.
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For more information
call 2-2343
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SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, 8t APARTMENTS

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

|this deal ends Friday, Feb. 15. Sign ups
are in the UAO office, third floor Union.

H

WBGU

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

Only $255 for hotel.

U

WBGU

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

LAND PACKAGE IS
NOW AVAILABLE!

Can't Wart for

WBGU

Nearly $QQ (jpitS with SUPER locations

March 23-31, 1991
Papers, Exam.

Quantum 90 card accepted all day lor off campus students

U fl O

STOP DREAMING ABOUT SPRING
BREAK AND MAKE SOME PLANS!
by (yj^5© *or a

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card occepted 4-7 only lor on compui students
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WBGU
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Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

POWER 88 and WBGU 88.1 FM

The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students
who contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and
leadership in University Community activities. The award will be in the amount of
$500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A.,
demonstrate active participation in University organizations and be available for a
personal interview with the selection committee.
The application must be submitted to the University Relations Office, Mileti
Alumni Center by Thursday, March 14, 1991.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office.
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$3.99
$4.50

Valentine's Day Special
25* off Regular Price
Valentine's Day Only

Please Call Deb or Christian at
372-2601
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Is accepting submissions
of poetry and fiction
dealing with social issues.
If interested
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11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00
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Canadian Studies to benefit BG Senate condemns
by Patrick Shepherd
writer

The University's Canadian
Studies program has hired an experienced individual to help develop the program to its fullest
potential, creating a resource
base benefiting both the regional
business community and University students.
Mark Kasoff, chairperson of
the economics department at the
State University of New York at
Potsdam, was appointed as
Professor of Economics and Canadian Studies as part of a search
which began last summer by the
Canadian Studies program.
Kasoff will develop a Center for
Canadian Studies, which will ultimately make Bowling Green a
resource center for American
and Canadian businesses. He will
focus on the impact of international trade relations between the
United States and Canada, with
special reference to the
U.S.-Canadian Free Trade
Agreement.
The Free Trade Agreement, a
Ebased program to end trade
arriers between the two coun-

tries, was implemented in 1989.
By 1999, all aspects of the agreement will go into full effect.
Kasoff recently told The BG
News in a phone interview from
New York he will "focus upon the
United States-Canada Free Trade
Agreement so Ohio can position
itself to take advantage of the
agreement."
According to
Kasoff, the
center will
serve several
purposes.
First, it will
communicate
with medium
and small-sized
companies by
telling them
how they may Maradarv
export more goods to Canada.
Kasoff added the center will help
these businesses identify their
capabilities within the international market.
Kasoff said the center will "attract Canadian companies to
build facilities in Ohio." The
Center for Canadian Studies
"would design a strategy that
would succeed in attracting [new
capital investment from Cana-

Congratulations to our

Alpha Phi

dian companies]," Kasoff added.
The University will benefit in
many ways, Kassoff said. He explained "the center will develop a
research program which will involve faculty and students in an
area where there has been little
research.
"BG is getting in on the ground
floor of an area of cutting edge
research," Kasoff said. He added
the University will ideally be the
main information source for
Canadian studies in Ohio, and
possibly the entire mid-Atlantic
region of the United States.
Canadian Studies Director Michael Marsden said Kasoff will
provide leadership in establishing this "information, resource,
and research base," which will
serve the needs of businesses on
both sides of the border.
Kasoff will work with related
public and private agencies, in
addition to the University and the
private sector."
Marsden believes Ohio will
benefit since area businesses will
have a resource base through
which they may make bilateral
trade agreements with similar
Canadian businesses.
Fred Williams, dean of the College of Business Administration,
is excited about the prospective
Canadian Studies center. "If a
company would want to establish

Dean's List Scholars
Frances Ackerman
Kimberly Adkins ■£Andrea Beaudoin
Brigille Beaudoin
Jennifer Butterfield
Kelly Cochrane
Lisa DeSalvo <r
Kelli Dillhoff
Katrina Elson
Holly Hakes
Jodie Hall

Kelly Jacobs
Elizabeth Kozak
Rachel Laughbaum
Charlie Masanek -a
Kimberly Schultheiss
Sarah Smith ir
Jill Staley
Kimberly Susbauer i
Elizabeth Vogt
Angela Weasel
Shelly Wenninger
Renee Hamit

■:•. Denotes a 4.0

business ties with [a counterpart
in Canada 1, it will hopefully consult through us.
"This is a great opportunity for
the College of Business to maintain closer ties with other units in
the University," Williams added.
A two-year $200,000 line-item
grant from the Ohio State Legislature will help build the Canadian Studies program and a resource database system. Another
portion of this money will be used
to broaden the library for the
Canadian Studies program.
A supplemental $50,000 donation from the Canadian government also has been received.
A graduate of the City College
of New York in 1964, Kasoff attained his M.A. and Ph.D. in economics at Indiana University. His
study focuses included urban and
regional economics, comparative
economic systems, and international economics and business.
In addition to his position at
SUNY, Kasoff taught at Huanghe
University in Zhengzhou, China
for a semester. Before his appointment at SUNY, he was the
chairperson of the economics department at Antioch College in
Yellow Springs, Ohio.

BGSU Theatre presents

An Evening oi Eudora Welty
A chamber theatre production
Stories adapted for the stage by Ronald E. Shields
Feb. 13-16 at 8pm & Feb. 17 at 2pm
Joe E. Brown Theatre

YOU'LL LOVE

unofficial release
of Olscamp rating
by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer
Unofficial circulations of Faculty Senate's evaluation of University President Paul Olscamp led to a resolution condemning
such actions at the last Senate Executive Committee meeting.
Copies of the approximately 100-page document were apparently distributed on and off campus, contrary to a mandate by
the SEC, said faculty senator Allen White.
Under SEC rules, the official report should only be available to
faculty members under the following conditions:
• The senate's copy may not be removed from the Faculty Senate office and may not be photocopied.
• Users must call ahead for an appointment.
The resolution, adopted by the SEC Jan. 29, took exception to
reports several faculty members had received unofficial copies
of the evaluation.
"The Senate Executive Committee strongly disapproves of
any unofficial circulation of the complete report of the Committee to Evaluate the President and believes that this action adversely affects the climate of mutual trust among members of
the university community," the resolution stated.
White said the SEC decided to act because the unofficial copies
were circulated as official senate documents.
"This is contrary to the committee appointed to evaluate the
president —this is a direct violation of SEC rules," he said.
Senate Chairperson Harold Lunde said the senate does not
know specifics of the unofficial copies.
"We have heard of people who have received full-length reports, which is against SEC policy," he said. "Basically, we just
have anecdotal evidence of this person or that person receiving
the document."

Faculty members were supposed to receive just a short summary report, he said.
Committee Chairperson Gary Hess said he was disappointed
the report was unofficially distributed, but said be does not expect it to taint the committee's efforts.
"I regret that some copies have been circulated in ways they
shouldn't have been, but I don't think it has any effect on the
committee's integrity or work," he said.
The committee was dissolved Jan. 22 after about seven months
of work. The report was released Jan. 16.
Lunde said the resolution will not be brought to vote by the full
senate, since the matter dealt with SEC policy.
White said he believes this resolution will be the only action
taken by the SEC dealing with the situation.
"There's not much else we can do other than express our displeasure with this," he said.

Smoking

All tickets $3 For reservations call 372-2719

-period."
□ Continued from page 3.
Locally, the sessions will take
arms like a chicken; everything Elace at the Wood County Senior
is completely legitimate, she itizen Center on Tuesday, Feb.
said. "The goal is to quit smoking 26 at 6:30 p.m.

the groat One and Two
Bedroom Apts. at
Winthrop Terrace Apts.

Pi Beta Phi
Congratulates its
members on the
Dean's List

352-9135
Happy Valentine's Day
from Winthrop Terrace
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The Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega Proudly
Present Our Academic Acheivers:
Dean's List
Karyn Andrusz
Bev Barille
Nicole Beckwith
Amy Berry
•Chris Crawford
Jen Donaldson

Lisa Everhart
•Kristen Fea
Liz Fergusson
Lyn Fisher
Erin Garvin
•Wendy Gradwohl
Holly Harruff
Sallie Hayes
•Michelle Hoffee
Jill Holowczak
Kim Kappel
Lisa King
Christy Lightfoot
•Kris Losz
Katy Miller
•Ang Patti
Linda Pfeil
•Carey Schrank
•Terri Sementelli
Kim Sheard
Kelly Smith
Hilary Swartzenberg
Kim Waltzer
Dawn Wilt
Shelly Winter
•Denotes 4.0

Le Ann Harkelroad
Kristin Froemling
Amy Shipman
Jennifer Sidebottom
Cathy Holowczak
Stephanie Leonard
Susan McCarthy
Ann Purvis
■h Denotes 4.0

Pam Quail
KeUy ReviU
Mindy Whalen
Tracy Worley
Melissa Haught
Cassie Luedecke
Karen McLoughlin
Cindy Rigard
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Students explore the past
Medieval group experiences history through re-enactment
by Mm i.'ll.i Raleigh
siaff writa

Valentine Sweets

wM.w./s.epham.i.ewi.

Raising money lor Elementary Education Students Advisory Board, seniors Julie Raterman and Kim
Smiseck sell their wares to senior Amy Harmon. The bake sale continues today in the tlrst door ot the
Education Building 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

A campus group dedicated to
learning and experiencing medieval culture is attempting to
rebuild its membership and
expand its presence on campus,
president Kirk Schoewe said.
The Society for Creative
Anachronisms is an international, non-profit, educational association that was an original in
Ohio, according to P. Alan Lawicki, last year's president and a
senior technology major.
Lawicki said the campus group
was started about 19 years ago
with the help of former medieval
studies professor John Leland.
However, he added, it has fallen
apart several times because it
gets based around a particular
group of students who later graduate.
"We're trying to change that,"
he said.
Students can join SCA by attending the weekly meetings
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
Memorial Hall. The group has no

BG, UT leaders
join to fight cuts ^PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO
44

by Robert Davidson
staff writer
Undergraduate Student Government President Kevin Coughlin and'
University of Toledo Student Government President Stephen Braat'
will meet today at the University of Toledo to discuss the future of.
higher education in Ohio.
Coughlin and Braat plan to develop strategy to fight expected cuts'
in the state budget — cuts that would be costly to Ohio's students.
"
The student leaders are worried about anticipated reductions in ed- •
ucation spending.
,
According to Coughlin, the reduction of state funding of higher edu-,
cation could have a profound effect on students' share of educational'
costs.
'
"The effects will vary from campus to campus," he said. "Tuition ■
could increase over the rate of inflation at some universities."
,
Any cuts will be revealed on/or before March 15, when Governor
Voinovich releases the budget to the Statehouse for their approval.
Coughlin said he is concerned Voinovich will release the budget to
the House before the March 15 deadline and before students can voice
their concerns to the governor.
"Braat and I have been trying to get a chance to speak with Voinovich (about the budget]. We are upset we have not been able to meet
with him," he said. "Braat sent a telegram to Voinovich requesting
that he [meet with us] to discuss the budget."
Coughlin said he is urging student leaders across the state to start
lobbying efforts now to stop reductions.
He and Braat will meet with other Ohio student leaders Feb. 24 in
Columbus to discuss efforts to prevent the potential cuts.
<l> \1
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The Sisters of Phi Mu would like to
Congratulate our Fall 1990 Dean's List
Karen Black
Kim Coxson
Andrea Dille •&
Gayle Glassford
Kim LaRue
Gina Leone -&
Coleen Pendleton
Halle Philpott

Heather Plavan
Christi Reder
Michelle Sole
Dawn Stribrny
Betsy Vogel
Lori Walker
Sarah Ware
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Towers for Two
Valentine Special
Feb. 14
Petite Filet Mignon
Salad
Beverage

$16.95 per person
$32.00 per couple
ALSO: Meatless and Seafood Specials starting Wed.,
Feb. 13 and every Friday 'til Spring Break!

Towers Inn

located in McDonald Dining Hall
4.J0

p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Mon. - Fri.

In support of Desert Storm!

may address the rally. Bring flags,
ribbons and I tanners rhis and signing
,i petition will pre< ede .1 march along
Ridge St. to the court House.

LEASING SUMMER AND FALL
Fox Run
Haven House
Piedmont
Birchwood

Small Buildings
Mini Mall

All residents will have membership
priviledges to Cherrywood Health Spa

\ t
DRY DOCK

rrr

sponsored by the History Society

Houses

PRESENTS:

Bust
A
Move
Dance Contest!
c

Singles
Call Glen (2-3139) For Info!
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RALLY!

We can satisfy your apartment needs from
efficiencies to two bedroom.

AT
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See Anachronisms, page 6.

NOON. Thurs. Feb. 14, Student Services
Those with relatives in Desert Storm

• Feb. 16, 1991
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Lawicki said, "We learn about
history by experiencing it."
He said the group offers members a wide range of activities.
"We let people have latitude to
explore what they want to explore."
Cher Glowacki, a senior communication disorder major, has
been a member for six months.
She describes SCA members as.
"A very wide, diverse group of
people.
Many members of the campus
group also attend meetings and:
activities of the Toledo chapter,
Morlocke said.
The Toledo group is larger and
more developed, Lawicki said.
Morlocke, whose medieval
name is Emer NicDougall, said,
"There's always something
different going on."
Schoewe said his interest in the
group stems from his fascination
with history. "I am a keen student of history and it's interesting
to recreate a bit of it."
Lawicki, who has the persona
of a Viking, has a more personal
interest in the group. "I have tak-

Rental Office located at Cherrywood
Health Spa
phone: 352-9378

$200.00In Prizes To Be Given Away!

You Are All Outstandig

Lobster Tails
Vegetable
Bread

Enjoy Better Living in 91 With

local dues and national members
Ky a minimum of J6 for memrship, Schoewe, a senior accounting major, said.
The Thursday gatherings include a 10-minute business meeting and staged fights, junior
RTVF major Amanda Morlocke
said.
"It's a great outlet for being
creative and for getting your
physical exercise," she said.
Members dress in medieval
"garb," stage era style fights
[with swords covered, in duct
taoe] and basically learn about
all aspects of Middle Ages culture, Morlocke said.
Morlocke, as the group's seneshal is in charge of policy enforcement. She said, "The idea is
to promote learning about medieval times by re-enactment."
Members can participate in
brewing and vintning [ wine making] workshops and medieval
feasts. They can learn how to
sew, fight and dance as people
from the Middle Ages did, she
said. They also choose a persona
that includes taking on a medieval name.
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NEWLOVE
RENTALS

328 S. Main

352-5620

CHOOSE from over 350
apartments, duplexes,
& houses
Prime Locations
9V2 and 12

month leases HHH
available

The
Personal
Family
Touch!
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Condoms
' Continued from page 1.
ance as well, and cited condoms
are available at "plenty of
stores."
Kaplan said he does not think
unsightltness of vending
machines is an issue and stressed
students who might not otherwise
purchase condoms may use them
U they were available from
machines located in restrooms.
According to Kaplan, polls of
college students suggest 80-90
percent are sexually active.
Roughly 75 percent do not always
use condoms.
, "Anything less than 100 percent
use is unacceptable," he said.
Reasons [for not using condoms 1 might be that the person
intended to, but they were not
available or the [sexual encounter) was spontaneous and a condom was not accessible or that
the situation of buying condoms is
embarrassing to the person.
"I believe students would use
condoms if they were available 24

hours a day in vending machines
in residence halls," Kaplan added.
Mary Edmonds, vice president
of student affairs, said the University does not plan to install
condom dispensers, noting a lack
of use and high rate of vandalism
of dispensers at other universities.
' "The history at other campuses
is that [the dispensers] are not
used much and the vandalism is
indescribable," she said. "It
would be a costly waste."
Edmonds stressed condoms are
available at other locations near
campus.
"They are readily available
through the Health Center and
drugstores," she said. "Students
doi7t have to worry about quali-

ty."

Anachronisms
Continued from page 5.
en my persona and mixed it with ementary School and a fashion
history class at the University.
my ethnic background."
Glowacki, who enjoys sewing
garb, said, "It's a creative and
The group is planning a Renaproductive hobby. You meet a lot issance Fair in the spring, but deof interesting people and it's a lot tails are sketchy at this time,
of fun."
Morlocke said.
Schoewe said SCA members
Lawicki said, "It's complete
have given demonstrations of escape from reality and that's
Middle Ages culture to Crim El- nice."

Key witnesses refuse to
testify in Mandela case
by Tom Cohen
Associated Press writer

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Two key
state witnesses said they feared reprisals and
refused Wednesday to testify against Winnie
Mandela, dealing a severe blow to the prosecution's case.
Kenneth Kgase and Tabiso Mono appeared in
the Rand Supreme Court, but their refusal to
give evidence left the state without its main witnesses in the trial against Mandela, wife of African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela.
She and three others have been charged with
four counts each of kidnapping and assault.
Prosecutor Jan Swanepoel said the state's
case was based on the testimony of Kgase, Mono
and Gabriel Mekgwe, three of the four young
men allegedly abducted and beaten at Mandela's Soweto home in December 1988. The fourth,
14-year-old Stompie Seipei, was found dead in a
field a week later.
Mekgwe disappeared Sunday. Swanepoel said
he was kidnapped, and Kgase and Mono said
they fear for their own lives.
The South African Press Association reported
a man claiming to be Mekgwe called the news
agency Wednesday night and denied he was
kidnapped. The caller said he was in Harare,
Zimbabwe, and left South Africa voluntarily to
avoid testifying against Mrs. Mandela and other
ANC members, SAPA reported.
"As someone involved in the [anti-apartheid]

struggle and as a member of the ANC Youth
League, I cannot betray my comrades," SAPA
quoted the man as saying. It said a SAPA reporter familiar with Mekgwe said the caller's
voice was similar to the missing witness'.
The caller said he did not feel safe in South
Africa because he knew he could be detained for
refusing to testify, SAPA said.
Kgase and Mono could receive up to two years
in prison for refusing to testify, but Kgase said
he preferred that to possible physical harm.
"I really like my life, I want my life," Kgase
said.
Kgase's lawyer, Paul Kennedy, said his client
had been prepared to testify until the disappearance of Mekgwe. He argued that his
client should not be imprisoned because the case
was extraordinary, with Kgase facing possible
recrimination long after its completion.
Judge M.S. Stegmann said he would rule
Thursday on whether the witnesses would be
imprisoned, which could effectively halt the
trial.
The case could damage relations between the
ANC and the government as they prepare for
negotiations on a new constitution to end white
minority rule.
Mandela flew to Cape Town on Tuesday and
held a lengthy meeting with President F.W. de
Klerk. In a joint statement, they said they had
ironed out problems in the ongoing talks between the ANC and white-led government.
Mandela has given no indication the talks will be
jeopardized by his wife's trial.

HAPPY
VALENTINES

Recycling
plan fails
to get bids
MANSFIELD, O. (AP) — The
city held a bid opening for a recycling program and no one offered
a bid.
Officers of five companies had
picked up bid packets.
Civil engineer Mike McKee
said he was surprised no bids
were filed by the noon Tuesday
deadline. Mayor Edward Meehan
said the city likely will rebid the
project.
Bid packets went out to Mill iron
Industries, the Unamark Corp. of
Slidell, La., and firms in Ashland,
Westlake and Cleveland.
Unamark has proposed building a garbage processing plant
north of Mansfield. It would use
water, steam and pressure to
treat waste and remove recyclables.
McKee said he tried unsuccessfully to call three of the recycling
firms Tuesday morning.
The city seeks a recycler to accept trash collected by city sanitation crews, to recycle whatever
possible and dispose of the remainder according to state standards.
The bid package also called for
the recycling of 75 percent of the
volume of trash.
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Love potions pump up passion Valentines earn
Herbal concoctions traditionally believed to get romance cooking
by Kiley Armstrong
Assoct&Md Press writer

NEW YORK — When I kissed a
cop down on 34th and Vine, he
broke my little bottle of... Saffron? Ginger? Even potato juice
could have been the secret elixir
in Love Potion No. 9.
An expert said nutrients that
cured scurvy gave New World
dwellers a high they confused
with love. And the lore lives on.
"Some of the 'spring tonics'
and early herbs promoted a euphoria that increased the ability
to do everything, including sex,"
said Jeannie Fernsworth, an instructor at the New York Botanical Garden.
Explorers who came to the New
World centuries ago were often
suffering from malnutrition,
Fernsworth said. When they
started eating avocados, limes,
oranges and other healthy foods,
they may have mistaken the subsequent energy boost for lust.
Consequently, even the most

unlikely plants became known as
aphrodisiacs. While researching
an article on New World plants,
Fernsworth ran across an observation from the 1500s that credited potatoes with promoting lust.
But love potions long existed
outside the New World.
In "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," Shakespeare mentions
a white and purple flower whose
juice, placed on "sleeping eyelids," will make a "man or woman madly dote upon the next live
creature that it sees."
Lothian Lynas, head reference
librarian at the Botanical Garden, said Shakespeare was referring to a wild pansy known in this
country as the Johnny-jump-up.
In Woody Allen's new movie
"Alice," a venerable Chinatown
herbalist offers a New York City
matron an unidentified potion
with similar properties.
Allen's spokesperson, Lisa Hintelmann, said that particular potion was purely imaginary.
"I wish it existed, she said.
Mary Forsell, author of "Heir-

loom Herbs" iVillard Books,
$29.95.), speculated on what it
might have been were it real.
"Chinese herbs are not only
composed of plants, but often
contain mysterious powdered
ingredients they don't like to divulge," she said. "It could have
been a musk ox for all we know."
In her research, Forsell has
uncovered numerous herbal concoctions that purportedly induce
romance.
"A lot of these herbs have such
sweet scents that they're supposed to be soothing to the
nerves, putting you in some kind
of receptive state," she said.
"There's no question that beautifully scented things inspire romance, which is why we have
perfumes with names like 'Seduction.' "
The author has also discovered
a number of plant rituals that believers swear will make a person
more irresistible. Among them:
• Hide a rose, "the herb of
Venus," in your pocket and think
about your beloved.

• Mix black tea with rosemary,
thyme, mint, rose petals ana
lemon leaves. Drink it under a
waxing moon.
• Ginseng, an Oriental tonic,
simultaneously sedative and stimulating, supposedly offers improved concentration and endurance.
• Lemon verbena is an herb
used in wine, stuffings, preserves
and desserts. In addition to making people feel sexy, it's supposed
to cure nausea, flatulence and indigestion.
• Saffron, which comes from a
crocus, stimulates the appetite —
or appetites.
• Ginger, warming and stimulating, is common in Far Eastern
cuisines and in soft drinks, sweets
and tea. It also is supposed to
cure a possible consequence of
sexiness: morning sickness.
Forsell isn't sure whether these
methods actually work.
But she and Fernsworth caution novices to do research or
consult an expert before ingesting anything.

money for USO
by Terry Klnney
Associated Press writer

CINCINNATI — A line of cards being marketed by Gibson
Greetings Inc. has company executives thinking Valentine's
Day sales could last all spring.
"We weren't able to do anything specifically for the Persian
Gulf because our Valentine line was put together last April when
the Persian Gulf was not an issue,' said Ben Sottile, Gibson's
president.
"We do have an encouragement line — 'We're standing behind
you' and 'We're on your team' — a line we had developed last
year for business and professional cards. 'Congratulations on
your promotion,' and that type of thing.
"We selected a set of 16 cards that have applicability to the
Persian Gulf and under the auspices of the USO we are marketing the cards and raising money for USO."
Sottile said the cards serve U.S. troops twice. They receive a
card letting them know someone at home cares and they get the
benefits of services paid for by the USO from the proceeds.
"We think we're going to be able to create a mailing campaign
of cards of encouragement to troops in the Persian Gulf," Sottile
said. "As long as there's interest, we'll produce the cards and
raise money for the USO.
"As a corporation, we're trying to encourage our troops with
cards and remind people here about the troops in the Persian
Gulf."
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Elsewhere
Hundreds
for civilian deaths flee fiery
fuel spill

Highway budget criticized Allies blame Iraq
sociation of State Highway
Transportation Officials, called
the bill a good start and added,
"On a scale of one to 10, we give
the administration bill a six."
"It is not dead on arrival" on
Capitol Hill, "but it will not pass
as arrived," said Frank Francois, executive director of the association.
"The concept is good," said
Rives, who is Georgia's transportation commissioner. "It streamlines the entire program. But the
funding is clearly inadequate to
meet our national transportation
needs. And what money is there is
not fairly distributed.
The bill proposes spending, in
addition to several minor programs, $87.17 billion on highways
and $16.3 billion for mass transit
over the next five years.
In a series of policy shifts, the
legislation proposes giving priority for federal highway aid to a
150,000-mile National Highway
System, which would be comCosed of the 42,000-mile interstate
ighway system and other highways important to the economy
and the national defense.
The federal government would
pay 75 percent of the cost of repairing existing roads and buildlngnew roads in this system.
The annual federal share would
rise in each of the five years from
$7.7 billion in 1992 to $11.2 billion

by 1 ,m eren< <■ I Knutson
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - President
Bush proposed on Wednesday a
$105.4 billion, five-year plan to
prepare the nation's highways
and mass transit systems "for
the next American century."
But state highway officials said
the proposal was inadequate,
would raise state taxpayers'
costs and will be rewritten in
Congress.
Mass transit officials said they
have been shortchanged. Environmentalists contended the continued emphasis on highways will
dramatically increase oil consumption and threaten airquality improvements.
Others criticized the bill's encouragement of tolls to pay for
new and repaired bridges and
highways.
But Bush and Transportation
Secretary Samuel Skinner said
they believe the legislation is
properly balanced and that its
highway provisions are needed to
fix deteriorated roads and
bridges "so that America can
stay competitive in the global
economy of the 21st century."
Skinner said each $1 billion
spent on highway construction
creates 30.000 to 50,000 jobs.
Hal Rives, president of the As-

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

in 1996.
The only higher priority would
go to completing the unbuilt 1
percent of the interstate system
and to making critical repairs.
Such projects would continue to
be financed by the federal
government on a 90 percent-10
percent basis.
A lower priority would be given
to 700,000 miles of important
roads that would be grouped in an
Urban and Rural Program. State
Sovernments would have to pay
) percent of repairs and construction of such roads.
Federal spending on this program would rise from $3.9 billion
ui 1992 to $5.7 billion in 1996.
Unsafe and deteriorating
bridges would also be targeted
for repair or replacement. The
bill seeks an increase in such
spending from $1.8 billion in 1992
to $2.8 billion in 1996, with the federal share for such projects at 75
percent.
Bush and Skinner said, in a
tradeoff for imposing greater
costs on states and cities, the bill
offers regional and local transportation planners much more
flexibility.
"States and local governments
will have far greater discretion in
selecting projects for funding and
will participate in designating the
new National Highway System,"
the Transportation Department
said in a statement. "They will,
for the first time, have broad
flexibility to use funds for either
highways or mass transit."

Thursday - Saturday
Feb 13 - 16

NU TONES

Danny's Type Write
Typewriter
Repair Service

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1 00 cover after 9:30

by Terence Hunt
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — The mounting death toll of innocent civilians in Iraq, threatens the solidarity of the international alliance
against Saddam Hussein and could intensify pressure on President Bush to move swiftly toward a decisive ground war.
Bush's predicament was worsened Wednesday by news of
perhaps 500 people were killed in an allied air strike on an
underground structure in Baghdad. The administration called
the structure a military command center and said it was uncertain why civilians were there.
The grisly news footage of charred bodies and wailing survivors suddenly gave a hard reality to what the administration had
been trying
to dismiss as merely an Iraqi "propaganda and P.R.
battle.'1
For days, the White House had been arguing civilian casualties were far lower than claimed by Saddam Hussein and Iraq
was trying to exploit the unfortunate but inevitable civilian losses.
With confirmation of many civilian deaths, the administration
quickly shifted tactics to put the blame on Saddam rather than
continue to debate who was winning the public-relations contest.
The White House reminded Americans that Saddam used hostages last year as "human shields" at strategic sites and now
claims to have placed prisoners of war at military facilities that
might be bombed by the allies. The administration said two
MiG-21s were "parked near the front door of a treasured archeological site" in the ancient city of Ur.
Iraq's Scud missile attacks have been aimed at civilian
centers in Israel and Saudi Arabia.
"He kills civilians intentionally and with purpose," White
House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said of Saddam. "Indeed, he time and again has shown a willingness to sacrifice civilian lives and property that further his war aims."
The graphic pictures of slain civilians are sure to fuel antiwar
sentiments around the world and put strains on the coalition of
forces against Saddam. In turn, that could push Bush to resort to
a ground war sooner to bring the war to an end.
The Soviet Union already had been complaining about the extent of casualties and damage from the U.S.-led bombing attacks.
"I don't doubt that this will be used to the hilt as a propaganda
vehicle," said Retired Adm. Thomas Moorer, former chairperson of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
However, Moorer and others predicted Bush would resist
pressures to begin a ground war prematurely. Bush's objective
is to wage war in a way that keeps allied casualties as low as
possible, Moorer noted.
"I don't care how much pressure they put on the President, but
I'm confident he will not change his plan," the admiral said.

All Makes
• Specialized in IBM *
Student Discounts Available
FOR SERVICE CALL

HOUtfS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

M«krf One-Item "
Pizza
only

354-1247
Danny Cota... .Technician

$3.50

ribbons and supplies available

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

PIZZA PU1
THE HOST FUN VOU'UE EVER HAD
WITH YOUR CLOTHES ONI

j In house or cany-out only
tmbgm

3/1/91

by Steve Geissinger
Associated Press writer

CARMICHAEL, Calif. — Gasoline from a wrecked tanker truck
turned the storm drains of an affluent suburb into rivers of flame
Wednesday, burning four homes,
injuring three people and forcing
the evacuation of 300 residents.
An eyewitness said the driver
of the truck was speeding about 3
a.m. and lost control on a sharp
curve on a major artery through
the Sacramento suburb, according to California Highway Patrol
spokesperson Bob Carlson.
Fuel from the 8,400-gallon tanker poured into open ditches and
from there into the storm drain
system's underground pipes.
Officials said they didn't know
what ignited the gasoline.
"The creek behind us caught
fire and we grabbed the kids and
ran. Manholes down the street
were exploding and flying off.
You could feel the rumble follow
us up the street. It was strange,"
said resident Lisa Damn.
Flames roared back to the
truck, which exploded in a fireball in front of firefighters, police
and the driver, who had climbed
out of the wreckage. Hundredfoot tall ribbons ot flame rose
from the open ditches, igniting
houses, fences and parked vehicles.
Secondary explosions in the
Siipes created an underground inI'rno, blowing manhole covers
off and spewing fire skyward for
blocks around.
"We were asleep in our apartment and heard stuff blowing up
outside. We looked out and it was
cars exploding in a parking lot,"
said Michelle Sumrall, who fled
in her bathrobe. "It looked like
the Fourth of July."
"I couldn't figure out what was
going on," said resident Jeff
Smith. "It looked like a war
zone."
Two homes were destroyed and
two others were damaged as
more than 100 firefighters used
water and foam to keep dozens of
spot fires away from other
homes. The average house in the
neighborhood is valued at about
$250,000.
A convalescent hospital,
several apartment complexes
and a two-mile square area of
homes was evacuated. A Red
Cross shelter was set up at a
nearby high school.
Carlson identified the driver as
35-year-old John David Parker of
Sacramento. The truck is owned
by Calzona Tankways Inc. of
Phoenix.
Investigators have yet to decide what caused the accident,
Carlson said. The driver wasn't
arrested.

CLA-ZEL THEATRE

little iw/y IPCI
HURRY! Ends Tonite 7:15

UflO is now offering these
greot Spring Mini-Courses!

Calligraphy

Mixology

Tuesday at 6-7:30pm.
February 26March 19. Only $6!

Mondays at
7:30pm
from February 18April 1st.
$21.00
*Must be 21 yrs. old*

Card Games
Call UAO
at 2-2343
for more
information!

7 to 8pm Thursdays
February 28-March 7
$1.00
Euchre, Michigan Rummy
and types of Solitaire!

..■"*

8:30pm
February 26-March 12
Tuesday Nights Only $3!

On your list of things to do make sure to stop

in at

university Village
&

University Courts Apts.
They are now renting!
•
•
•
•
•

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
9 and 12 month leases
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

Walking Distance To Campus!

(419) 352-0164 0

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green
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Sports

Falcons knockout Youngstown St.
by Chris Miller
Sports writer

The game really won't do a
darn thing to help Bowling Green
in the Mid-American Conference
standings, but the Falcons 79-64
victory over Youngstown State
Wednesday did have one redeeming value.
For once, it wasn't a nailbiter.
BG (14-8) forged out to a big
halftime lead and cruised past
the Penguins 19-13) in front of
2,117 at Anderson Arena in the
Falcons last non-league contest of
the regular season.
Eastern Michigan and Miami
are again tied for the lead with a
9-3 mark after Miami fell to Ball
State 71-68 and EMU blew out
Central Michigan 94-58 Wednesday night.
The Falcons are tied with Ball
State for third with a 7-4 mark
and Wednesday's win over YSU
was a much needed rest from the
intense league schedule.
"Since January 1, every game
seems like it comes down to the
last shot or two or three possessions," BG head coach Jim
Larranaga said. "(Wednesday),

we were in control the entire second half. It certainly was not an
artisitic achievement, but a good
team effort."
As demonstrated by the balance BG threw at the Penguins.
The Falcons had four players in
double figures and got 35 points
and 10 rebounds from four substitutes.
Senior forward Joe Moore led
BG with 13 points and seven rebounds, but it was the play of the
Falcon bench that did the most
damage in the opening half.
Hall scored eight of his points
after the Penguins had closed to
within 19-14 at the 11:29 mark.
After Moore hit a 17-footer, Hall
picked off an errant YSU pass
and threw down a dunk for a 23-14
lead.
Hall followed that with a short
baseline jumper and later gave
BG its biggest lead of the game at
42-24 on a layup from Street at the
2:07 mark.
"I thought the guys off the
bench played extremely well,"
I^arranaga said.
While Hall and Huger provided
the scoring. Street contributed
with what both larranaga and
Youngstown coach John Stroia

thought was the pivotal point in
the contest.
•I thought the defense at the
end of the first half was the key to
the game," Larranaga said. "It
was close and then all of the sudden the defensive intensity picked
up when Juan came in to the
game."
"Bowling Green is a very good
defensive team and a very good
rebounding team and those were
the two things that let them get a
big halftimelead," Stroia said.
Youngstown did make a run at
the Falcons in the second half and
closed to within 53-44 on Aundra
Brown's three-pointer with just
over 12 minutes to play.
After a BG timeout, Kizer
scored on a layup from Hall and
on a dunk from Moore to push the
lead back to 13. The Penguins
could get no closer than 10 the
rest of the way.
The game was marred by an
altercation midway through the
second half between Street and
YSU's Bob Fick. Street and Fick
got entangled while going for a
rebound and needed to be separated.

R. E. MANAGMENT
is currently leasing for the
Summer and Fall of 1991
• INCLUDES*
• Furnished•Paid Heating*
• Paid Air Conditioning*
• 2 Bdrms. 1 Bath ©Extra Vanity*
• Close to Campus*
► Plenty of Parking •Laundry Facilities*
• Fulltime Maintenance*

SO N«wi/Tlm Norman

BG senior guard Clinton Venable (left) drives for two of his nine points against Youngstown State's Marc
Vasser (right). Venable played 34 minutes, dishing out six assists and two thefts as the Falcons thawed out
the Penguins, 79-64

Hall sparks
Falcon win

CAMPUS MANOR
505 Clough St.
storting of

Wash-n-Cut
now
only
with this coupon

sports editor

Walk-ins Welcome.

It's a sight opposing coaches
must dread.

Compus

Hair Fashions
124 W. Wooster

TAKE A STROLL DOWN
SWEET STREET
AT KREISCHER DINING HALL

Films

Campus

Films

Thursday,
February 28

A PATCH
OF BLUE

BLACK
LIKE ME

CRY THE
BELOVED
COUNTRY

9:00 PM
Gish Film Theater

9:00 PM
Gish Film Theater

9:00 PM
Gish Film Theater

ALL Thursday Classic Films HR- FREE!
I'm la) .Hid Saiun la> February isth and I6ih
Terms ol Endearment ■ 7:00 pm MS(
IV'iichcs - i)•'<(> pm iin<l midrnyilii si .""><> Admission

The Love Bar - Feb. 14

Campus

Films

Campus

Films

Campus

Films

Campus

Films

serving

Fresh Strawberry Pie, Fruit
Fondue and Strawberry Bavarian
Serving Times
Lunch & Dinner

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

10 DAY SPECIAL
Sign up for a 4-person apt. at the
following locations and save $40.00 per
month per apt.

Applications Available
for

w/ this od

Your tanning professionals
Since 1980.

Campus

Thursday,
February 21

FEATURING

1 FR€€ VISIT

3 Convenient Locations:
• 143 N. Wooster
• 248 N. Main
• 993 S. Main
18 Beds Available

Films

Thursday,
February 14

352-2611

THE
TANNING
CENTER

When you purchase
a package before
Feb. 22, 1991

Campus

FOR BLACK HERITAGE MONTH
Co-Sponsored by the African American Graduate Student Association

11:00 - 2:0O and 4:30 - 6:30

IV© honor all local
competitors lower
advertised prices

films

• • Lenhart Classic Films • •

Falcons' head coach Jim Larranaga paces in front of the bench
and sends back-up Tom Hall into
the game. As if Steve Watson and
Ed Colbert aren't enough muscle
underneath, BG boasts a 6-5, 215
pound junior who comes off the
bench and makes an immediate
impact. D See Falcon*, page 11. Is ■

Study in England, Fall, 1991
Information meetings will be
held in Room 411 South Hall:
Friday, Feb. 15, 12 noon
Friday, Feb. 22, 12 noon
Tuesday, Feb. 26,7 p.m.
Wednesday, March 6, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, March 13, 7 p.m.
Application deadline March IS.
Call 372-9948 (Center for
International Programs) for
more information.

R. E. Managment
113 Railroad Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Hours. Mon-hi 8-5
Sot 9-3

$458i mo.

$7

by Matt Schroder

• FEATURING*

UwOyMvn SiwOeni Gon

Elections

405 Student Services

President, Vice
President, At-Large
Senator
[Elections are March 12th and 13tr
USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Frazee Ave. Apts.
516-522 E. Merry Ave.
Field Manor
Campbell Hill Apts.
425 E. Court St.
501 Pike Street

Call 352-0717 For Further Details
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Track teams show improvement BG spirits high in
Women's team finishes first, men's squad second at Ashland
With the bis indoor meets coming
up within the next few weeks, the
track team was just looking to get
healthy and see some improvement. What they got was much
more.
The women won the Ashland
meet, scoring 71 points, while
Ashland College and the University of Toledo scored 43.5 and 36.5,
respectively.
"By far, this was our best team
performance of the year," said
women's head coach Steve Price.
"We are way ahead of where we
were last year."
There were a number of good
performances, but senior Tracy
Gaerke stole the show by winning
three events and setting three

field house records.
"I expected to do well in all
three events, but I didn't expect
to set three field house records,"
Gaerke said.
Gaerke won the 1000 meter run
(2:56.9), the 1500 (4:44.7) and the
mile relay (4:00.9), but her coach
wasn't surprised.
"She dia it very easily," Price
said. "We are going to try to get
her qualified for the NCAA Indoor
Championships in the 800 this
weekend."
Sophomore Vicki Czekaj kept
her undefeated high jump streak
alive with a jump of five-footeight inches, setting a field house
record and the highest jump in
the MAC this year.

CH ARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR
APARTMENTS
Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning
Contact: Resident Manager
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G.
352-43*0

jump (21 feet and nine and a half
inches) and finished second in the
55 meter hurdles (7.62) and was
on the second place mile relay
team.
Sink said he is happy with Carlson's progress this season."He is
becoming a major part of the
team," he said.
Carlson said he was glad to see
his work pay off. "It makes me
nappy that all of the hard work is
beginning to show in improvement," he said.
Other first place performances
included freshman Rameir Martin, high jump (six feet, eight inches), sophomore Ken Burress,
200 (22.6), junior Paul Edwards,
pole vault (14 feet, six inches),
Freshman Tim Fether, 1500
(4:08.7), sophomore Abdul Yamini, triple jump (42 feet, eight
and three quarter inches) and
junior John Wodarski, 3000
(9:14.7).
The team also sent six men to
the Central Collegiate Championships in West Lafayette, Ind., finishing eighth out of 13 teams.
Highlighting the weekend was
running of sophomore Shawn
* the
Blanchett who competed in the
55, placing third to Notre Dame's
Raghib Rocket' Ismail (:06.25)
and Willie Clark (:06.30), in
:06.35.
Noteable performances were
in by 35 pound throwers
• turned
senior Dave Traylor (53 feet, 11
inches) and junior John Slater (53
• feet, five inches) finishing second
and third, respectively.
•

Other good performances included junior Andrea Rombes,
who finished first in the 800
(2:19.6), senior Janice Hare, who
won the 400 (60.7), sophomore
Andrea Lytle won the triple jump
(36 feet) and freshman Maria
Gudakunst won the long jump (18
feet, three inches).
The men also traveled to Ashland, but fell short in the end.
BG finished only four points
behind Ashland's 82 and placed
second, but the Falcons did manage to finish ahead of Toledo (12).
However, BG men's head coach
Sid Sink wasn't satisfied with the
result.
"I'm not happy that we did not
win," he said. "We should have
won with the people we had at the
meet."
Freshman Dave Carlson led the
team with two first place and two
second place finishes. He won the
500 (69 seconds) and the long

?*?¥?¥
DON'T
MISS
Founders
Valentine
Dessert Bar
Thursday Feb. 14
Dinner
4:30 - 6:30

Founders
Dining Hall
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third-place finish
Friel places fourth in overall competition
byGw
tbbert
sports wruer

It was the spirit and emotion of a highly competitive
women's gymnastic team
that led the Falcons to a
third place finish on Sunday
night.
r
'The team spirit was
high,"
junior Julie Zickes
said.
The entire team
was excited with
its performance.
"It was a Zlckea
highly
competitive field," coach
Charles Simpson said about
the five teams which competed at The Ohio State
University meet.
West Virginia won the
meet with 183.85 points,
while the Buckeyes were
second with 183.50 points.
BG posted it's second
highest total of the season
and it's highest away total
with 181.25.
"We looked very good,"
Simpson said. "We competed as a team and we beat
Kent State (179.70) and
Denver University (178.80).
That was our goal."
On the vault, senior Kim
Crawford placed fourth with
a 9.45 while junior Mary
Beth Friel tied for tenth
with a score of 9.25.
According to Simpson, the
judges were tight with scoring on the vault.
"I was surprised about
the vaulting," Simpson
said, "because we just
didn't get the scores we deserved."
Zickes agreed, saying the
judging was "tight but consistent."
Emotions ran high on the
uneven bars when freshman
Carrie Lambdin blew out

her knee. "It waa hard to
continue after she got hurt
on the bars," senior captain
Nikki Condon said.
But the Falcon spirit was
high and the team pulled itself back together. "It was
difficult to continue," Simpson said, "because they are
so close to her. But they
pulled together to finish
strong andagressive."
Sophomore Robin Wall
finished first for BG on the
bars and sixth overall with a
9.20.
"Robin Wall did a marvelous lob on the uneven
bars/Simpson said. "She's
been working on some new
skills and they're really
paying off."
However, the real team
effort came on the balance
beam and floor exercise
where the Falcons finished
second overall with scores
of 45.25 and 46.05, respectively.
On the balance beam,
Friel finished second overall with a 9.45, while Zickes
finished third overall with a
9.40.
"Zickes and Friel had a
great day," Simpson said.
"They did an excellent job
on the beam."
"M.B. [Friel] and I had a
good event," Zickes said.
"It was kind of hard after
Carrie got hurt, but the
team really held together."
Overall, it was the floor
exercise that Simpson was
the most proud of.
"I was very impressed
with ourperformance on the
floor," Simpson said. "We
worked hard at upgrading
our routines and increasing
the difficulty which resulted
in higher scores."
Friel finished in a tie for
fourth overall with a score
of 9.35 while Condon and
Crawford tied for 12th with
scores of 9.25. In the allaround competition, Friel
placed fourth overall with a
36.80.

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color Macintosh*
you've learned one program, you're well on your way
system you could afford was just a dream, then the
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
share information with someone who uses a different
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple*
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
gives you. Then pinch yourself.
technology that lets you personalize your work by
It's better than a dream-it's a
adding voice or other sounds.
\pnlc
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xJuces
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Macintosh
L(
Macintosh.
life every Macintosh
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
available applications that
For information about
all work in the same,
educational discounts on
consistent way-so once
Macintosh computers, stop
by the Apple Show TODAY in
the Education Building lobby
froml0-3pm
or cafl 372-7724
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MAC schools seeking refund
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Ball State and
Ohio universities had planned to take their
1990 football game to Ireland. Now they've
moved into federal court, seeking an order
to freeze the accounts of the sports promoter
who headed the aborted effort to move the
Mid-American Conference game from Muncie.
In U.S. District Court Tuesday, attorneys
for Ball State and Ohio universities asked
Judge Larry J. McKinney to freeze the accounts of James R. Aebu of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Early last year, Ball State and Ohio officials agreed to play their annual game Nov.
17 in Killamey, a small town on Ireland's
southwest coast.
But less than three weeks before the
Shamrock Crystal Bowl, Aebli asked the
schools to pay $150,000 to cover lagging tour
sales.
The schools refused and the game was
moved back to Muncie. Now the schools, and
about 100 or so alumni and fans who bought
tickets, are seeking to have their money refunded.
Of nearly $345,000 paid to Aebli's company
in deposit fees and tour purchases, onlv

According to court records, Aebli asked
Mid-American Conference officials if any of
its nine schools would play a game in Ireland
and the opportunity was accepted by Ball
State and Ohio.
The agreement called for Aebli to pay all
expenses for 75 people from each school —
football players, coaches and officials. Ohio
agreed to send and pay for 25 additional people in its official party. Ball State agreed to
pay for 19 more.
Aebli had hoped to sell about 800 tour
packages to alumni and fans. The basic tour
package, costing $1,095, included round trip
air fare, first class hotel rooms, transportation and tickets to the game
On Oct. 26, both schools received letters
demanding the agreement be modified. Ae-

MDA Superdance Meeting
Friday at 4 30
Student Services Building
4 th floor courtroom

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
- FREE BOWLING * PIZZA *
OSEA 1 si annual Bowf-a-thon
Wednesday Feb 20 8-10 pm or 9-11 pm
5 BOWLERS ON A TEAM
PICK UP registration lorms and
sponsor sheets m 410 EDUCATION
Registration forms due by FeD 15
You do not have to be a member of OSEA'
For more information contact
Donna (354-8109) or Jenny (352-3400)
'•• S1 Raffle"*
Stoulftr s Resort Free Weekend
Includes Food A Bev.
Thurs. * Frl. BA
Today only Union

INTERESTED IN LAW SCHOOL''
Jom Pre-Law Society for a trip to Ohio Northern. Feb 19 Lunch w. faculty, sit m on a class,
tour the campus Free for paid members. S5
non Must call Usa 352-9577 to reserve a
001
JOIN WSA AND CSSA IN CELEBRATING
THE CHINESE NEW YEAR! Special Coffee
Hours will be held Friday. Feb 15 in the International lounge (411 South Hall) from
7.30-11 00 pm Everyone Is welcome!!
LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE
There wlH be a LAGA support group meeting
Thursday. February 14. at 8 30 pm. in the
basement of the United Christian Fellowship
Center The meeting is free and open to al
Happy Valentines Day'

9:30-2:30
Sponsored by AMA

Lose up to 25 fts m 30 days for $99 00 Call
Formu 3 Weight Loss today 354-4500

Attention PHI ETA SIGMA members' National
scholarship applications are available now in
310 BA Applications must be returned to Suzie
Kanney. 221 OHenhauer West, or Brett Berqu<st, 145 Darrow. by February 22
Bustln Loose atDRV DOCK
TNs Sat Feb 18 DRY DOCK is holding a
dance contest Yes. come strut your stuff and
the beat strutter could win a variety of prizes
($200,00 total prizes) For entry information or
questions cal Glen (2-3139) Groups, singles.
or couples are all encouraged lo enter, and if
not come & watch the action DRY DOCK
opens at 9 00 pm and stays open til 1 00 am
with the contest starting around 10 00 pm See
you thereM
Caribbean Association's Annual REOQAE
Tribute to Bob Martey. Sat Feb 23, 9 pm. NE
Commons with Groovemaeter Get up. stand
up. stand up for your rights
Coping With Abortion
Karen Keitzman of Adrian Crisis Pregnancy
Center speaks on Post-Abortion Syndrome
8 00 pm Wednesday. Feb
20. Faculty
Lounge. 2nd Floor Union
Every Friday at noon, all Graduate Students
are invited to a soup and sandwich lunch, donation, at UCF Center, comer of Thurstm and
Ridge
This FRIDAY Errof Lam. Library, will discuss
"Women m Reggae Music"

HEY'
Need an inexpensive cjift 'or your sweetie,
roommate, or friends? EESAB Bakesate Feb
13 and 14. 10-4 1st floor Ed Bldg
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TIRED
OF
ROOMMATE
HASSLES?
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■a

TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
EFFICIENCY

■St

College grad's happily ma/ned
childless wish to adopt wtwto
newborn Irom birthmother with
similar background College
education a stable home with
an abundance of love is assured

LOST & FOUND

Please help us make our dream
come true All medical A legal
expenses paid

4

at

POE ROAD
APARTMENTS
1*213 E. PoeRoad*
*
»
*
* Call 352-0717 «•
*
^
*
«•
*
*
«■
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could change your life

watch next week s BG News lor details

fc

Operation Desert Storm Needs your Support
T-Shlrts
Today A torn morrow BA
Today only In Union
9:30-2:30
$10
Sponsored by AMA

Student Recreation Center
Council
Are you interested m bemg involved m a campus organisation'' The Student Recreation
Center Council is looking for active students
that are interested m the SRC The SRCC is the
advisory board that governs the SRC Become
involved with YOUR Recreation Center Applications available m the SRC Mam Office: due
February 21 Interviews Feb 25-29

TAKE A BREAK AND JOIN US!
World Student Association
Has COFFEE HOURS every Thursday
from 2 30 - 4 30 pm m the
International Lounge 411 South Hall
EVERYONE IS WELCOME and
refreshments are provided1

Confidential
Call Collect

FOUND: carved wooden mobile left at The
Answer Factory
Call to describe
354-2110

SERVICES OFFERED
Add sparkle to your home Experienced loving professional Christian woman to clean
your home 352-4152 after 5pm

CaM 874 6684

One week Irom today
CAMPUS FACT LINE

Organizational informational Meeting
7 00pm Thurs Feb 14-101 Eppfer Sooth
AIKIDO All WelcomeAIKIDO

ADOPTION

What: Annual Ski Tnp
When: Sat February 23
Where: Alpine Valley Michigan
Sponsored by: World Student Assoc
Sign up sheet available at 411 South Hall
Limited Space Available. Hurry!!
More Info: Contact John 372-6749
Coat: $34 and money for food

POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE
Best price m sound around

Japanese martial art stressing
harmony withm onesell and with others

Falcons

Continued from page 9.
When Hall was inserted midway through the first half of
bli claimed the schools had not lived up to Wednesday's win over Youngstheir promise to promote the game.
town State, the Falcon lead was
As evidence of the schools'failure, Abeli's seven points. At the ha If time buzzer, BG was up 16 thanks in part
attorney, Michael Winer, Tuesday pointed to to its deep bench which also inAebli's discovery of about 4,000 unmailed cludes Derek Kizer, Juan Street,
Shamrock Crystal Bowl brochures at Ball and Micheal Huger.
State in September. Only 42 people not con"I felt I had to come in and pronected with Ball State signed up for the tour vide a spark," said Hall, who has
package, Winer said.
scored 25 points and claimed tweOn Oct. 31, Aebli asked each school to pay lve rebounds in the past two
$75,000 to cover the remaining costs of their games. "You try not to lose the
official parties.
lead the team earned and if anytry to increase it."
When the schools refused, they also sent thing
When Central Michigan visited
out a notice that the tour was canceled, Bowling
Green in early January,
Winer said.
head coach Charlie
Winer said Aebli has offered to reimburse Chippewas'
described his thoughts on
individual depositers and brought a $65,000 Coles
Falcons' sixth man.
check to Indianapolis as security for any the"You
know who I hate to see
eventual repayments.
in the game is that Tom
Representatives of the universities persist come
Did you see how he dunks it
in "badmou thing" his client and depicting Hall.
out there ? " Coles sa id.
him as"a ripoff artist," Winer said.
"I
owe
my solid play lately to
"If we wait another three to six months,
teammates," Hall said.
there won't be anything left," said Scott E. my
"They are really looking for me
Shockley, an attorney for Ball State.
I'm open."
McKinney is expected to rule later this when
The Falcon bench has accounweek on the request to freeze the accounts.
ted for 35 and 36 points, respec-

$99,187.81 remained in Aebli's accounts at
the end of January, according to bank
statements introduced in court.
Ohio University attorney Gerald A. Mollica said $54,690.37 was spent from the accounts during December and January, much
of it on Aebli s personal expenses. Aebli had
even written a $16,000 check to pay his taxes,
Mollica said.

PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call354-HQPE
Tired of over paying lor simple mechanical car
service? For cheap affordable ASE certified
service Call 3527771 leave message'
Typing services $1 25 per page Call Marty at
352 1251

PERSONALS
* Pi PHIS ' PHI OELTS '
Get psyched for the tea tonight1
* Love • The PHI MUS *
'•'GAMMAPHIBETA'"*
JUSTIFY MY LOVE'91
JUSTIFY MY LOVE *91
JUSTIFY MY LOVE'91
JUSTIFY MY LOVE "B1
JUSTIFY MY LOVE '91
JUSTIFY MY LOVE '91
A Bahamas Party Cruise. 6 days only $279<
Jamaica A Florida 6 days $299' Daytona $ 159'
Panama City $99' Call Spring Break Travel
1 800 638 6786

305-341 5901
BREAK AWAY TO CANCUN OR DAYTONA!
Cancun$399 Daytona $149
Don! miss out on the best Spring Break trips
available, reserve your fun m the sun now
spots are filling up fast' Can Kathy lor more ■>
formation at 354-5687
Bustln Loose .it DRY DOCK
This Sat Feb 16 DRY DOCK is holding a
Dance Contest Yes. come strut your stuff and
the best strutter could win a variety of prizes
($200.00 total prizes) For entry information or
questions call Glen (2-3139) Groups, singles
or couples are al encouraged to enter, and if
not come A watch the action DRY OOCK
opens at 9 00 pm and stays open til 1 00 am
with the contest starting around 10 00 pm See
you there'
Censorship'? Flag Burning? Devil Worship?
Obscenity Dirty song lyrics' Find out the facts
at the UAO sponsored lecture by Tim Riiey.
columnist for several Boston papers
Congrats To The 1991 BG PRO Officers'
President Mark Struhar
V President Amy Slatt
Secretary - Michelle Taylor
Treasurer - Mane Apptin
National Liason - Bob Sadowski
Publicity • Heather Fetty
Congratulations to our Rho Chi*
Jill Brown
Joey Gerhardstein
Tiffany Mondillo
Lauren Turk
We II miss you neat fal"
Love. The Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
Dave H
Jon and Carta love you Happy V-day'

AZD • LEIGH ANN WEST * AZD
The Sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to congratulate Leigh Ann West on her recent lavaliermg to Delta Tau Delta David Willis from tne Uni
ve'Sily ul Kentucky1

Dave "Pumpkin Sabmo
These past 3 months
have been heaven
Love. Honey Bear
Dave Pumpkin" Sabino
These past 3 months
have been heaven
Love. Honey Bear

II

Delta Tau Delta
The brothers of Delia Tau Delta would hke to
congratulate Blake Kneedier and Ketty MUer on
their pinning this past weekend'
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Tau Delta
The brothers ol Delta Tau Delta would like to exlend their support to the troops in Saudi Arabia
and wish them a safe and qu<ck return
Defta Xm Oi-r.i
Daft! r«u D00JI
The brothers of Delta Tau Delia would like to
congratulate H T Wrikams and Nikki F*e of Alpha Chi Omega on their recent lavakemg
Deit.i t.iu Delta

DO 00 00

tively, in the last two games.
"All the guys off the bench did a
great job tonight, Larranaga
said. "That is really nice at this
stage of the season to see the
quality play from the team as a
unit."
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OTD * CHBJ6 STORMANN ■ DTD
Remember the day my Dad stole the stars'1
And you forgot il it was the W or the Ff
Sorry you had SO lar to taH
It's funny how these things started it al
What is us7 Well you've gotten past B
So maybe someday a date party we I see
But for now I'm happy we haw
The silly things that make us laugh
There's your joker-face and Ilex king
Handling BT and even me dipping.'
Finally I 11 end this rhyme
Thanks s s for a wonderful lime"
Love Barb
Football Walk On Meeting - Thursday Feb. 14
6:00 pm. Meeting room east side football
stadium it any questions call Football Office
372-7083.

Carol. Mary and Jane
To all us Single girls except Heather
Happy Valentine's Day anyway1
L I T B
Kelly

Football Walk On Meeting • Thursday Feb. 14
0:00 pm. Meeting room east side football
stadium, If any question! call Football Office
372-7083.

Do you possess no sense of humor'' Have a
weak kidney'' We* we can make you laugh' The
two hour comedy show is coming soon stay
tuned Sponsored by UAO

GOT THE WINTER BLUEST
Come cry with UAO al the
"Tearjerker Film Festival"
"Terms of Endearment and Beaches
Get Free Kleenex Thurs & Friday
outside the Union' They u also be provided at
the moviea" C-ya Then'

Edwin. Thumper, Wolvie, Drek "They'll need a crane" to heap all my "Love
and Kiwi" on you. Happy Valentine's Day my
dear my sweet HI

continued on p. 12

COUPON ■MMHBB

SMALL 1 ITEM
\M\
PIZZA
I
WITH THIS COUPON
1XP. 2/2i/»l
I
I

^LAR
LARGE 1 ITEM
PIZZA
'Now
§ Open
■ At Noon
I Sot.*
_ Sun

$5

$3

Send Your Valentine A
HEART-SHAPED I

pgte&te..

P,ZZA

•* 1

•In, B.G.

Additional Items or Chicago Style Extra
BO ONLY • CALL 352-5166 FOR FREE DELIVERY
BG's Most Award-Winning Pizza! ■

Balfour
College AV///JV

DISCOVER

The Sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma
Proudly Announce their New
1991 Officers
^.President

Lisa Tootle

House

Sarah Wells

1st Vice President

Dawn Brown

Membership

Amy Kotnik

2nd Vice President

Robbie Killius

Senior Panhellenic... Lori Androsky

Recording Secretary

Beth Hall

Junior PanheUenic

Kristina Dobos/

Corresponding Secretary.... Lori Gebbie

Pledge Educator

Marcy Collins'

Treasurer

Deb Cordes

Public Relations

Jennifer Smith

Registrar

Laura Wasserman Scholarship

Amy McCleLlan

Fraternity Educator

Megan Decrane

Tricia Hanson

Marshall

Amy Palumbo

Social
Philanthropy

Karen Jones

GOLD

Buy your 14K gold Balfour ring now and get
the finest 14K gold quality at $60 savings.
But hurry—this special savings gold rush is
for a limited time only.

Bee Gee Book Store
February 18 - 20
11 am - 3pm
Deposit of $25.00 required
Dtpodt rrquirwi

continued from p. 11
GAMMA PHI BETA " ■ GAMMA PHI BETA
JUSTIF Y MY LOVE
TONIGHT AT EIGHT
DON'T BE LATE (THE GUY'S GONNA DO ME)
AMY AND I TRIED TO PSYCH YOU OUT
BUT IN YOUR MUND THERE WAS NO DOUBT
YOU KNEW WHAT TONIGHT WAS ALL
ABOUT
• O'CLOCK IS THE TIME
O PHI B IS THE PLACE
BCTTER FIND A DATE • THIS IS A RACE'•
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAYI
LOVE IN TTKE WOODY AND AMY
Qtv* your sweetheart a special surprise for this
VaMntmes Day" This Tuesday through Thus
day have your picture laden on a Valentines
background and put on a cornpfcmentery card
Only S2« the Onwntoyer Sponsored by UAO
Oreo A Dale'"
Grab A Date1"
Grab A Date1"
Yea the Phi Pat s thia means You'
You neve fuel 2 days'"
So get busy and find
yourselves a date for this Sal
8 - 11 pm at Uptown"1

Joel. Tom Kevin a Chns (even though he's
taken)
Happy Valentine s Day'
You I always be the 620 Sweethearts'
Love. The Orris Upstairs
P S Don i (el Matt. Topn Todd a Steve
Jon (dote)
I love you more and more everyday, and after 2
1 2 years Id say thet's a lot of love
Happy Valentine 4
Carts

One week from today
CAMPUS FACT LINE
could change your Me

watch next week s BG News tor details

Pi Kappa Alpha
Congratulations Curttng Squad lor Tuesday
ntght
Pi Kappa Alpha

Happy Valentine s Day'
Just another reminder of
how much I love you'

Well rrnsa you tor the yearlong coop Tuna.
take care of yourself
Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha

Lisa Hanson
(Weezy)
Thar* You for the past 2 years' You are a very
special person I love you more than Me Happy
V Day Better yet. Happy Anniversary*
Forever Yours.
JohnK.
LIVE MUSIC THURSDAY NK3HT
Quarter s Cafe
Featuring Marc Roman Star
Search Semi Fmakst
Show starts at 9 pm

Pike * OG * Pike ' OG
Happy Valentine's Day Heather I hope you are
hungry tor Thursday a chow
Randy Ravss,
Thanks lor a great time at your formal I had a
great time'
Mr Baggy Panis

Happy 73rd Anniversary to Mortar Board1
Happy Hours 3 9 Friday
Quarter s Cafe
Specials on Pitchers. Bottles and Mixed
Hoi Doge 25.3Tacoa'1 00
Happy Hours 3-9 Friday
Quarter's Cafe
Specials on Pitchers Bottles Mixed
Hot Dogs 25 3 Tacos 1 00
Happy Valentine's Day Better not burn a flag
today or you could go to fail
Hey Pti Plil11
Thra is what you e aH been wait ng
lor Grab A Date is here"
Where Uptown
When Sal Feb 16th
What Time 8 11 pm
With Who The girl ol your dreamt
Interested m Mary Kay products? Cal Pam al
352 491 b anytime
Jay- I can I wait tin formal Have a great Valen
tines Day1
Love. JuU

LIVE MUSIC THURSDAY NIGHT
Quarter's Cafe
Featuring Marc Roman Star
Search Semi Fmakst
Show Starts at 9 pm

HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI
I LOVE YOU!
•KIM

MAM'S
Every Tuee • Greek Night
Every Wed • Ladies Night (no cover
lor ladies ) Daily Drink Specials
19 & over Welcome'
Every Sun ft Mon ■
Large I item prz/a lor So 00
|in house or carry-out onry)
Malt Toph Todd ft Steve
Happy Valentine's Day1
You'll always be the 820 Sweethearts
Love. The Girts Upstairs
P S Don't ted Joel. Tom. Kevin, ft Chris
Moneys Fame' Gror/>
Sound good?

Be a Campus KNOW

KNOW

Find out how m nest week s BG News
Monty
I'm stanrln'! Are you going to take care' Happy
Valentine's Day #2'

I love you
Nicole

2Vf GOT TO
CALL TODAY1
1 VONT WANT
TOLV SIKKW
DAYTONA BEACH

NEED MONEY??'
Play The Young Executive Club's
Campus-Wide Stock Game
Feb 18 through Mar 8
Sign Up Feb 11-15 in Bus Ad BkJg
Entry Fee $2 00
1st place $35
2nd place $ 15
Learn To InvestWilh Play Money
ToWIN REAL MONEYHI

Riron.
Happy Valentines Day sweetie1 I'm so glad
you're a part of my lite' I love you more than
anything1 Happy Anniversary loo' See you
around midnight? Ha' Ha'
All my love.
Laura

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!
I love you lorever
PauJi
ROMANCE AND RESPONSIBILITY WEEK
(Safer Sex Displays)
,Union Foyer 2* 1 1
Education Budding 2 12 8 2 13
Math Science 2 14 4 2'15
Stop at one and pick up information on relationships AIDS STD sand Condom use
ROMANCE AND RESPONSIBILITY WEEK
Feb 1 tth Feb 14th
AIDS AWARENESS PROGRAMS:
8 30 pm - 9 30 pm
Shown onChannel 46 ol your television m all
residence naa»'
SIGMA CHI * AGO ' SIGMA CHI ' AGO
The brothers of Sigma Chi would like to congratulate brother Chad Lawrence on his recent
lavaliering to AGO Valerie Wonnacott
SIGMA CHI * AGO * SIGMA CHI * AGO
SIGMA CHI ' ALPHA XI DELTA
The brothers of Sigma Chi would like to congraiuiate brother Rob Jose Hughes on his recant lavaliermg to Alpha Xi Delta Slefanw Williams
SIGMA CHI ' ALPHA XI DELTA
SIGMA CHI ' SIGMA CHI • SIGMA CHI
The brothers of Sigma Chi would like to wish
Brother John Antobk a speedy recovery
SIGMA CHI * SIGMA CHI * SIGMA CHI

*119
*129'
*9S'157
•124'

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
STEAMBOAT
FORT LAUDERDALE
PANAMA CITY BEACH
CORPUS CHRIST! I
'lOBMUSTANG ISLAND
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
.HIM'
ootrr WAIT TIX ITS TOO urn

SIGMA CHI' DG • SIGMA CHI *DG
The brothers ol Sigma Chi would like lo congralulale brother Jay Sidloski on his recent levahenng to DG Jackie Caughey
SIGMA CHI ' DG ■ SIGMA CHI "DG

Spn 1 Br*>
Open containers allowed on the beach?
Free deck parties S beer during the week?
Yes. at Panama City Beach Florida1
8 days 7 nights m a beachfront hotel
$ 114 withoul transportation
$204 with round-trip bus ride
Call Mike at 354-6484 lor more info

1-800-321-5911

Panama City Beach!
Spend 6 days and 7 nights at
Miracle Mile Reeort • right on
the beach In the heert of all
the ectlonl! Limited spots
nowsvallable!
Call Jean "4-L0TS "of
Into about Spring Break '91!!

Stephanie Lewis
Happy Valentine's Day Steph' HI wasn't such a
K-me id buy you a dozen red roses but you'll
have to settle for me instead'

HELP WANTED

You're so highly -UN'
■ • Just kidding and Happy Heart Day'' *
-p s The little hearts were k*nd of expensive'
Student Recreation Center
Pro Shop Sale 15% oft alt merchandise through
Feb 18 Swimsmts sweats sanftanes.
and more"
The Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would like to
wish everyone a Happy Valentine's Day"
Theta Chi
Athlete of the Week JemeyTokar
Cabinet Member ol the Week EUlKoelttng
Thats Ch.

THIS WEEKEND AT GOOD TYMES
Thur* AlternativeDance!
F.I Vambo Marble Eye
with guest The Generals
Sat: Anne B Davis
with guest Liquid Alice
Happy Hour prices 'til 9:00
18$ over always welcome
TisaI'm so proud of you I know this is going to be
your best year ever' Thanks 'or the 7-6 tie
breaker third set it's just a hint about the
season to come
Happy V-day. Caria
TO MY ONE AND ONLY JC STEEL.
YOU'RE THE LOVE OF MY LIFE AND I WANT
YOU TO KNOW. ITS EASILY SEEN, WHEN
MY FACE IS AGLOW. I'D LIKE TO WISH YOU
A HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY. AND I'M SURE
THERE WILL BE MANY MORE ON THE WAY.
YOU'RE THE GREATEST MAN TO COME
INTO MY LIFE. AND I WILL SHOW IT TO YOU
THE DAY I BECOME YOUR WIFE.
THERE'S NOT ENOUGH HOURS IN THE DAY
OR DAYS IN THE YEAR.
TO SHOW YOU HOW MUCH MY LOVE WILL
ENDEAR.
I LOVE YOU!!!
BLUE FOX
Tommy K (Spoo Baby)
There are 365 days m a year.
With Valentine's being just one
This is just something I want you to hear
I love you more than a ton
Alright, so I'm nol much ol a poet I tried Anyway I love you always You're the greatest
Love-KRITTER

Happy Valentines Day'
See ya tonight'

2760996
Attention Social Work Ma/O'S
We have a part-time position available working
with severly mentally disabled adults m our
work training program Experience preferred
Send resume before 2/20 to R Sanner. Wood
County Mental Health Center. 1010 N Pros
peel BG 43402 E OE
Business Students ft Entrepreneurs
Earn $6,000 $10,000 next summer while
building your resume and gaining valuable business experience TASP International is looking
for highly motivated students lo I* management
positions in Ohio, primarily Lima. Cleveland.
Columbus. Youngstown. and Mansfield. Territories are filling quickly for more information
call Gregg Merians at 1 -800-543-3792
CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR CO-ED.
SPORTS ORIENTED CAMP located in northeastern Pa near New York City We have openings for general counselors as well as specialists in both land and water sports Specialty
areas include baseball, tennis, basketball, soc
car. lacrosse, hockey, waterskmng. sailing.
scuba. WSl canoeing, windsurfing, gymnastics, archery, fencing, arts ft crafts, piano accompanist, drama, radio, and rocketry Pioneering staff needed (or both land and canoe thps
and for our ropes challenge course Other
openings may be available
Salaries
S100-S200 per week plus room, board, and
travel We wil be conducting on-campus interviews on March 5lh For information call or
write G Lustig 60 W 66th St 28A. New
York NY 10023. tel #212-724-0113

Ore to two female roomates needed for Fal 91
to May 92 Close lo campus Big bedrooms
Cal Beth at 354-6053
Sublease our house this summer 460 mo utithes for up to lour people 2 blocks from campus on S College Can 354 5082
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by J.A. Holmgren

803 815 8th Seniors ft Grads
2 or Gas heat. A/C
Spacious
9 1 2 ft 12 mo leases
Laundry, private parking
Jay-Mar Apartmenta

354 6036
2 BDRM APTS-FURNISHEO AND UNFURNI
SHED NEAR HARSHMAN FREE HEAT AND
CABLE TV 9-12 OR SUMMER LEASES RATEINFO SHEETS AVAILABLE FRONT DESK
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL
(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN)
520 EAST REED
ONLY ONE LEFT!
2 BR (urn apt
Iree water ft sewer
across from campus
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main. 352-5620
525 Manville - 3 BR house • $520 ft util
530 Manville • 2 BR house - $375 ft utl
605 5Th . Apt B-2 BR apt • $300 A util
12 month leases only starting in May
Steve Smith * 352-8917

704 5th St
2 bedroom, completely turn
Microwave. A C ft laundry lac.l
2. 3. 4 person rates

352 3445
Hours 9 ■ 9 local owner

601 SIXTH
2 BR unfurn HOUSc
large yard
1 year lease
NEWLOVE RENTALS
326 S. Main, 352-5620

6011803
2 BR turn ft unfurn apts
tree heat, water, ft sewer
9 1/2 mo leases
laundry facilities
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
326 S. Main. 352-5620

824 Sixth
2 BR (urn & unlurn apts
free heat, water, ft sewer
quiet building
laundry facilities
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main. 352-5620

Money? Fame? Glory
Sound Good?

Find out how m next week's BG News
TIMBER LAKE CAMPS
Located inNYi Catskiii Mountains seek general Counselors. Athletic Instructors, and INSi
s. On Campus Interviews TOP SALARIESTRAVEL ALLOWANCE. 1 800 828 CAMP
(9-4 30 weekdays)
Triple 'A' Student Painters is seeking energetic,
hard working individuals who like to work outside painting full-time lor the summer in the
Toledo. BG. and Findlay areas $5*6'hr Experience not required Applications available at the
placement office
Waitresses Must be available between 10 30
am - 2 pm Mon through Fn Apply at The Eka.
200 Campbell Hil Rd between 2 - 4

Adjacent campus Available May 1991
1
bdrm apt (or 2 people. 12 mo lease $165
each Daytime 352 7505 ext 280. after 5
352-3406
Carty Rentals • 2 bedroom apts 3 or 4 students
near campus. Model al 311 E Merry Apt. 3
CaH 352-7365
Carty Rentals - Top hatf ot house. 2 bedrooms
'oi4 also 1 bedroom lor 2 Call 352-7365
D ft G Rentals
Apartments for 1991-92 school year 12
month leases starting May or August AH within
3 blocks of campus From $395 I month Cal
287 3233 or 287-4255
Efficiency
352-2663

apt

available

immediately

Furnished 2 bedroom apt
Furnished 2 bedroom House
Utilities furnished except Elec
EastEvers Cal 669-3036
House for Rent • 3 bdrma . 809 Kenwood.
grad students ft (acuity preferred. Unfurn .
laundry facilities avail $450 mo 287-3896
Houses lor rent 2 A 3 bedrooms 1991-1992
school year Cal 352-2330 or 354-2854 after
6 00 pm
Large efficiency for rent during summer full
kitchen on N mam Onry $235 month Utilities
included Call 352-6984
Large Parhaly Furnished 1 bedroom apt Utilities and Cable included 354-7258
Need an apt for summer or falf
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS
furnished or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
at 364-2260 or stop by 319 E Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
to pick up our listing ft speak
with our friendly staff

by John Boissy

Fatman-

FOR RENT

Help needed lo take care ol lady in her home 8
i" shift or kve in 352-2311

ROCK & ROLL ?

I utf£ 60IN&T0 CL4SS

For Sale 2 Round Trip Tickets from Toledo to
Ft Lauderdale March 22-31 Asking 300 a
piece For more information cal 372-4388 ask
lor Heidi or Barb

Excellent Income! Easy Work' Assemble
products at home Call Now' 1-601 388-8242
ext H2593 24 hours

Be a Campus KNOW KNOW

Babysitter Feb 25 May 10 7 30am 1 15pm
M-F for 2 girls. 546 yrs Transportation necessary Call anytime, leave message 352-2734

83 Dodge Charger - Clean good cond . power
brakes AM FM $500 CaH 354 7498

EASY WORK' EXCELLENT PAY1 ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL FOR INFORMATION 504-6418003 EXT 5972

WANTED
1 or 2 roommates lor Summer 91 Beautiful
Fox Run apartment $300 00 per person whole
summer Kim or Tracy 354-8513.

FOR SALE

Earn great commissions as our campus representative for student financial aid service Easy
work Start immediately Cal Mr Miller (216)
6f>6 ?863 days

by Chuck Bost

'AHHH. THE LEARNING
etPEWErke- ACQUISITION
rf M0MEP6E- INTEU-ECr-jAt ADVANCEMENT

5:15-

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Pnvate. coed, summer camp m Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohikan. PO
Box 234BG. Kenilworth. NJ 07033 (908)

HOME TYPISTS'PC USERS NEEDED!
$35,000 POTENTIAL! FOR DETAILS CALL
1 -601 388-8242 EXT. C 2593 24 HOURS.

■Qeoen&nQ on pt

Entropy

All Majors welcomed - Entry level coustomer
service sales position Work 10-40 hra per
week Flexible schedule to lit classes $7 25
starting pay No telemarketing Call ii-5pm
382 1060

"Spring Break Travel Scout, an 1 75 guide
Lists 1100 mafor restaurants service stations
& hotels exit by exit at over 225 exits from
Michigan lo Florida Only $6 95' Remit to The
Weust Group. PO Box 30158. Cincinnati OH
45230

2 roommates needed to sublease a great house
very close to campus 'or Summer 91 Affordable, no additional charge for subleasing Call
Jodyor Kim at 353-6075

SIGMA KAPPA
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!
LOVE.
LISA J

CALL TOIL Fffff TOOA*

Start a tradition'
Rock the Town1
UPTOWN
presents Rock ft Ro*
Thursdays aln*telong
Thur Mar 7 Annual Spring
Break Trip Giveaway"
No cover 21 $i under 21 al nite'

Nice 3 bedroom house, close (o campus, low u*
trirties. 12 month lease Starting August '91
$575 ' mo 718 Third St cal Carle at
1-433-4474

■027.

All Nite Long On
THURSDAYS
only at

UPTOWN

One ft Two BR (urn apts 9 ft 12 mo and aummer leases avail S ft V Rentals 500 Lehman
(next to bus station) 352-7454
One ft two bdrm turn apts available for
1991 -1992 or summer 9 ft 12 month lease
$140-200 per month per person includes heat
SAC Cal 352 4966
One bedroom furnished apartment
Immediate Occupancy ' Near Campus
Cal Georgetown Manor * 352-4966
Ready to settle down in quieter surroundings?
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom unfurn heat ft AC
pa»d 352 3445
Single Rooms available now.
Cal 352-7365

NO COVER OVER 21
$1 Under 21 All Nite
Thursday, March 7 th
Annual Spring Trip Give Away

0ct°°*

*2&

SummerSubleeaerneeded Call352-9501
Three aea rtn
■ In house,
Close lo campus. 443 N Enterprise.
Apt. A i bdrm .cute, 12mo lease
Aug 91 $340/mo
Apt. B 3 bdrm . LR, kitchen, den, bath,
12 mo lease. August 91 $575/mo.
Apt. CLarge efficiency. 12 mo lease. Aug. 91
$285/mo
Call Carte at 1-433-4474
Three rooms for rent and a basement, plus use
ot kitchen month to month baais S105S240
incajding utfrtfes 2 blocks from campus Cal
Chns at 372-51 23
We're now leasing lor the new rental season 1,
2. and 3 bedroom units Yes we alow pets Cal
354 8600 between 1 30 and 5 00 pm

